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�‰���å�� �5�±�9�Ú�±�‹�å�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �������å�ü�� �„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
�e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�����x���‹�E���^�s�E�´���Ú�å���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���±�Ú�´���Ï�å���‹�E���‹���å��
European Commission. Therefore, following 
our explanatory note on ‘New Techniques in 
Agricultural Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a), we 
have examined the GMO Directive taking 
into account current knowledge and scienti-
���Ï���å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�c

1. The Ruling of the Court of Justice

On request by the French Conseil d'État, 
the Court was asked to determine whether 
organisms obtained by mutagenesis 4 should 
be considered GMOs and which of those 
organisms are exempt according to the 
provisions of the GMO Directive. In particu-
lar, the Court was asked to determine 
whether organisms obtained by new direc-
ted mutagenesis techniques are exempt 
from the obligations imposed by the GMO 
Directive, as are those obtained by conven-
tional, random mutagenesis techniques that 
existed before the adoption of the Directive, 
or are regulated like those obtained by 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion (ETGM).  

The Court declared that organisms 
produced by directed mutagenesis techni-
ques/methods should be considered GMOs 

within the meaning of the GMO Directive 
and subject to the relevant requirements. In 
this regard, the Court concluded that only 
organisms obtained by means of techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis, which have 
conventionally been used in a number of 
applications and have a long safety record, 
are exempt. The Court also considered that 
‘risks linked to the use of those new techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis might prove 
to be similar to those which result from the 
production and release of a GMO through 
transgenesis’5 The Court further reasoned 
that these new techniques ‘make it possible 
�‹�E�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���´�±�s���å�‹���å�x�� �±�‹��
a rate and in quantities quite unlike those 
resulting from the application of conventio-
nal methods of random mutagenesis’.

New techniques resulting in directed 
mutagenesis can alter a DNA sequence 
precisely at one or more targeted positions 
���9�� �‹���å�� ��å�9�E�5�å�c���8�E�s���±�9���E�´�å�s�´���å�µ���E�ü���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹��
types of gene editing see our explanatory 
note on ‘New Techniques in Agricultural 
Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a) including a 
description of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
(Jinek et al., 2012). Random mutagenesis, 
which has been used extensively in plant 
breeding since the 1960s (SAM, 2017a), 
alters an organism’s genome at multiple 

positions in a non-targeted way by treat-
ment with a chemical mutagen or irradiation. 
ETGM, which have been used in agriculture 
since the 1980s, can be used to introduce 
DNA sequences from other organisms.

The background for the Court ruling 
was an action brought before the French 
Conseil d'État by the French agricultural 
union Confédération Paysanne together 
with eight other associations. This action 
contested the French legislation according 
to which organisms obtained by mutagene-
sis are not, in principle, considered as being 
�‹���å���s�å�x�š�,�‹���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�Ø���±�9�Ú���±�x�)�å�Ú��
for a ban on the cultivation and marketing of 
herbicide-tolerant oilseed rape varieties 
obtained by mutagenesis. The claimants 
argued that such herbicide-resistant seed 
varieties pose a risk to the environment and 
health.

2. Issues and questions arising from 
the ruling and the application of the GMO 
Directive

The GMO Directive states that ‘the 
regulatory framework for biotechnology 
should be reviewed so as to identify the 
feasibility of improving the consistency and 
�å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼���E�ü�� �‹���±�‹�� �ü�s�±�5�å�µ�E�s�)�q�� �`�•�å�Ï���‹�±�,�� �…�•�a�c���e�x��
detailed below, in view of the Court’s ruling, 
���‹�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�‹�� �‹���±�‹�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
knowledge and recent technical develop-
ments have made the GMO Directive no 
�,�E�9��å�s�� ���‹�� �ü�E�s�� �^�š�s�^�E�x�å�c�� �a�E�s�å�E�´�å�s�Ø�� �‹���å�� �:�a�k��
Directive gives rise to more general 
problems, in particular with regard to the 
�Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü���9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼��
occurring mutations, safety considerations, 
�±�x���µ�å�,�,���±�x���Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�c

�–�c�N�c���%�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü��
�9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼���E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x��

�‰���å���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x���Ï�E�9�‹�±���9�å�Ú�����9���‹���å��
GMO Directive dates back to 1990. Accor-
�Ú���9����‹�E���‹�����x���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9�Ø���±���:�a�k�����x���o�±�9���E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø��
with the exception of human beings, in 
which the genetic material has been altered 
in a way that does not occur naturally by 
mating and/or natural recombination’. 6 In the 
�,������‹�� �E�ü�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�Ø�� ���‹�� ���x��
�µ�E�s�‹���� �s�å���å�Ï�‹���9��� �µ���å�‹���å�s�� �‹���å�� �Ï�E�9�Ï�å�^�‹�� �E�ü��
‘naturalness’ is useful when deciding on 
regulatory requirements for organisms with 
an altered genome.  

Mutations occur naturally without 
human intervention (SAM 2017a). They arise 
spontaneously during cell division or are 
triggered by environmental factors such as 
ultraviolet light or viral infections, and can be 
either neutral, harmful or confer a competiti-
ve advantage to the organism. This is the 
underlying mechanism of natural evolution. 
From the time of the adoption of the GMO 
Directive until now, owing to progress in 
�±�9�±�,�¼�‹���Ï�±�,�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�Ø�� �å�»�‹�å�9�x���´�å�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence has been accumulated on sponta-
neously occurring genetic alterations. These 
include point mutations (changes within a 
single letter in the genomic DNA), insertions, 
deletions and rearrangements of the 
genome, as well as the acquisition of exoge-
nous genetic material across species or 
even kingdoms (e.g. (Kyndt et al., 2015)). 
Therefore, if referred to in the legislation, the 
concept of ‘naturalness’ should be based on 
�Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�ü�� �µ���±�‹�� ���9�Ú�å�å�Ú��
occurs naturally, without any human inter-
vention, in organisms and in their DNA.

�–�c�–���„�±�ü�å�‹�¼���Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x

Changes introduced by random muta-
genesis are usually more drastic than those 
resulting from gene editing techniques, and 
include not only numerous point mutations, 
but also deletions and major rearrange-
ments of genome fragments. The resulting 
mutant organisms (in this case plants) requi-
re lengthy screening of the organisms’ 
characteristics to identify the few mutants 
that carry a novel desirable feature and do 
not present any unwanted features. Despite 
this lengthy screening process, the ultimate-
ly selected end products are likely to carry 
additional mutations beyond the ones resul-
ting in the desired trait, each of which can be 
�Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �Æ�å�� �±�9�� �o�š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�q7. 
�„�š�Ï���� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�� ���±�s�5�ü�š�,�Ø��
�9�å�š�‹�s�±�,���E�s���Æ�å�9�å���Ï���±�,���µ���‹�����s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹���‹�E���‹���å�����9�±�,��
product. 

In 2001, when the Directive 2001/18/EC 
was adopted, gene editing technologies 
were not yet being applied to agricultural 
organisms. For example, the CRISPR/Cas9 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�� �µ�±�x�� ���s�x�‹�� �Ú�å�x�Ï�s���Æ�å�Ú�� �E�9�,�¼�� ���9�� �–�È�N�–��
(Jinek et al., 2012). Gene editing techniques 
�Ï�±�9�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �±�,�‹�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x�� �±�‹�� �^�s�å�Ï���x�å��
locations in the genome ranging from point 
mutations through to the targeted deletion 
or insertion of a gene, of parts of a gene or of 
other functional DNA sequences. Because 

of their precision, these gene editing techni-
�g�š�å�x�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �ü�å�µ�å�s�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x��
(Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; SAM, 2017a) 
than random mutagenesis techniques. In 
addition, the end product is better characte-
�s���x�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�`�x�a�� ���9��
the targeted position(s).  

���å�Ï�±�š�x�å�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �µ���,�,�� �E�Ï�Ï�š�s��
less frequently in gene edited products, 
these products are potentially safer than the 
products of random mutagenesis 8. Recently 
more progress has been made to further 
���9�Ï�s�å�±�x�å�� �‹���å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼�� �±�9�Ú�� �^�s�å�Ï���x���E�9�Ø�� �±�9�Ú��
thus the safety of the gene-editing techni-
ques (Yin, Gao, & Qiu, 2017).

The Court has argued that new varieties 
can be produced at a much higher rate and 
in larger quantities by the directed mutage-
nesis techniques than by conventional 
methods of random mutagenesis. Targeted 
�5�š�‹�±��å�9�å�x���x�� ���x�� �5�E�s�å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�‹�� �‹���±�9�� �s�±�9�Ú�E�5��
mutagenesis or other conventional breeding 
techniques, and can speed up the process 
of generating desired varieties. However, 
the greater precision of the directed muta-
genesis techniques, which enable better 
control of the product’s characteristics, is a 
much more important factor to consider in 
safety deliberations than the rate at which 
products are generated.  

In addition, gene editing techniques 
result in fewer intermediate and unwanted 
‘varieties’ compared to random mutagenesis 
techniques.   

The GMO Directive refers to both the 
process used in genetic engineering and the 
product resulting from the use of such tech-
niques (Abbott, 2015), but it is often interpre-
ted as being based only on the production 
technique rather than the characteristics of 
the resulting product (Sprink, Eriksson, 
Schiemann, & Hartung, 2016). An example of 
this is the consideration of the ‘long safety 
record’ of random mutagenesis which is 
introduced by Recital 17 of the GMO Directi-
ve as a criterion for deciding whether 
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�x�� ��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �‹�å�Ï���9��-
�g�š�å�x�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�� �5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�s�å�� �å�»�å�5�^�‹��
�ü�s�E�5�����‹�x���E�Æ�,����±�‹���E�9�x���E�s���9�E�‹�c���F�9���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���‹�å�s�5�x��
what is more relevant is, whether or not the 
products have a long safety record, rather 
than the techniques used to generate them.  

In that context, it is important to recogni-
se that the concerns put forward by the 
Confédération Paysanne about the risk of 
herbicide resistant seed varieties to the 
environment and health are not addressed 
by subjecting organisms produced by direc-
ted mutagenesis to the obligations of the 
GMO Directive. This is because herbicide 
resistant seed varieties can in principle be 
produced by all mutagenic procedures 
including ETGM, new directed mutagenesis 
techniques, random mutagenesis, as well as 
other conventional breeding methods. It is 
�9�E�‹���^�s���5�±�s���,�¼���‹���å���5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���Ï�s�E�^���‹���±�‹���Ï�E�9�x�‹���‹�š-
tes the potential ecological risk, but rather 
the use of the herbicide and the overall 
production system associated with herbici-
de use (Bioökonomierat, 2018). To answer 
the question whether herbicide resistant 
seed varieties constitute a risk to health and 

environment, �‹���å�� �ü�å�±�‹�š�s�å�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,��
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� ���‹�x�å�,�ü�� �5�š�x�‹�� �Æ�å�� �å�»�±�5���9�å�Ú�� �s�å��±�s�Ú-
�,�å�x�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9��� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�� �š�x�å�Ú�� �‹�E��
��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å���‹���±�‹���^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�c����

As described in our explanatory note 
(SAM, 2017a), the safety of an organism is 
determined by multiple factors such as the 
�x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �Ï���±�s�±�Ï�‹�å�s���x�‹���Ï�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø���‹���å��
environment in which it is cultivated, the 
agricultural practices used, and exposure to 
human beings and animals rather than by 
the technique used for its production. 
Hence, the risks of a product are determined 
by these factors and therefore logically 
should be assessed in the same way 
independently of whether they are produ-
ced by conventional breeding techniques, 
random or directed mutagenesis, or by 
ETGM. Consequently, the current approach 
does not properly respect the motivation 
behind the precautionary principle of ensu-
ring product safety. From the above it 
follows that the regulatory framework for 
GMOs should put much more emphasis on 
the features of the end product, rather than 
on the production technique. As long as this 
is not the case, situations can arise where 
two products are identical, but because of 
�Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�� �š�x�å�Ú�� ���9�� �‹���å���s�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø��
�‹���å�¼���µ�E�š�,�Ú�� ���±�´�å�� �‹�E�� �5�å�å�‹�� �Ï�E�5�^�,�å�‹�å�,�¼�� �Ú���ý�å-
rent regulatory requirements.

�–�c�•���%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�����x�x�š�å�x

The ability of gene editing techniques to 
precisely introduce mutations identical to 
those originating spontaneously or through 
random mutagenesis has important conse-
quences for the detection of gene edited 
products, as described in our explanatory 
note (SAM, 2017a). Depending on the muta-
tion type and the context in which it is used, 
���‹���µ���,�,���Æ�å���Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹���±�9�Ú���x�E�5�å�‹���5�å�x�����5�^�E�x�x���Æ�,�å��

for applicants to provide a detection method 
for gene edited products which will meet 
regulatory requirements (Casacuberta & 
Puigdomènech, 2018), for instance in the 
case of point mutations.

�%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´�å�9�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when there is no prior knowledge concer-
ning the organism under investigation, 
whether authorised or not, in particular 
regarding the introduced genetic changes 
and/ or a suitable detection method (SAM, 
2017a). Competent authorities will be faced 
with such circumstances, for instance, when 
organisms arrive on the EU market, which 
have been authorised under regulatory 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�x���E�š�‹�x���Ú�å���‹���å���)�Ž���µ���‹�����Ú���ý�å�s���9����s�å��š-
latory requirements. There can be no 
analytical approach for detecting and quan-
tifying all possible gene edited products. 
Therefore it cannot be excluded that 
products obtained by directed mutagenesis 
will enter the European market undetected. 
It will be impossible to identify whether the 
mutations have occurred spontaneously or 
were introduced by human intervention, or 
�‹�E�� �±�‹�‹�s���Æ�š�‹�å�� �‹���å�5�� �‹�E�� �±�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å��
such as random mutagenesis or directed 
mutagenesis, particularly given that in some 
�Ï�±�x�å�x�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� ���Ú�å�9�‹���Ï�±�,�� �‹�E��
that generated by other procedures (Sprink 
et al., 2016). However, as mentioned before, 
the safety of a product is determined by its 
characteristics and not by the way it was 
generated. �‰���å�s�å�ü�E�s�å�Ø�� �‹���å�� ���5�^�E�x�x���Æ���,���‹�¼�� �E�ü��
�Ú���x�‹���9��š���x�����9��� �Æ�å�‹�µ�å�å�9�� �x�^�E�9�‹�±�9�å�E�š�x�,�¼��
�E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹���‹�¼�^�å�x���E�ü��
���š�5�±�9�����9�‹�å�s�´�å�9�‹���E�9�x�����x���±���5�±�#�E�s�����x�x�š�å���ü�s�E�5��
�±���s�å��š�,�±�‹�E�s�¼���^�E���9�‹���E�ü���´���å�µ�c����

A document, currently under prepara-

tion by the European Network of GMO 
Laboratories together with the European 
Commission's Joint Research Centre, will 
look in more detail at the issues related to 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�� ���Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�9�Ú�� �g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9��
than we do here.  

3. Possible consequences

The ruling of the Court can be expected 
to have important consequences for Euro-
pean citizens –both consumers and farmers. 
It may also have impacts on international 
trade and cooperation with developing 
countries, and very likely, also on the EU 
research and innovation landscape. The 
consequences need to be analysed and 
discussed elsewhere, as this statement 
�ü�E�Ï�š�x�x�å�x�� �E�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� ���x�x�š�å�x�� �s�å�,�±�‹�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
application of the GMO Directive to the new 
directed mutagenesis techniques, but we 
make some comments here to inform those 
discussions. 

In legal terms, products of gene editing 
can be authorised in the EU according to the 
GMO Directive. However, meeting the 
obligations of the GMO Directive implies 
cost- and labour-intensive pre-market 
evaluations and a long duration of the 
�±�^�^�s�E�´�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ï�å�x�x�Ø�� �µ�����Ï���� �±�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �±�9�Ú��
onerous to bear, particularly by small and 
medium enterprises 9. This may diminish 
���9�Ï�å�9�‹���´�å�x�� �ü�E�s�� ���9�´�å�x�‹�5�å�9�‹�Ø�� �9�å��±�‹���´�å�,�¼�� �±�ý�å�Ï�‹��
�s�å�x�å�±�s�Ï�����±�9�Ú�����9�9�E�´�±�‹���E�9�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���±�9�Ú���,���5���‹��
the commercialisation of gene edited 
products (Bioökonomierat, 2018; Georges & 
Ray, 2017).  

In addition, the obligations, imposed by 

the GMO Directive, on traceability and 
labelling of GMOs entering the European 
�5�±�s�)�å�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� �´�å�s�¼�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �‹�E�� ���5�^�,�å�5�å�9�‹��
and control due to issues related to the 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú���g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���E�ü��
gene edited products described above 
�`�x�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �–�c�•�a�c���‰�����x���µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when exporting countries start to market 
varieties that they have already decided not 
to regulate. An example is the case of gene 
edited mushrooms developed to have a 
reduced tendency to brown 10 (Georges & 
Ray, 2017; Waltz, 2016).

Environmental applications of gene 
editing technologies could enable novel 
approaches to conservation, bioremedia-
tion, the control of invasive species, and the 
protection of biodiversity (ShuklaJones, 
�8�s���å�Ú�s���Ï���x�Ø�� �¼���œ���9���Ï�)�E�ý�Ø�� �–�È�N�í�a�c�� �B���9�Ú�å�s���9��� �)�Ž��
�^�s�E��s�å�x�x�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú���5�±�¼���^�s�å�´�å�9�‹���‹���å���š�x�å���E�ü��
gene editing technologies for environmental 
applications as well as for sustainable food 
production 11, including the reduction of food 
scarcity in developing countries. Lost oppor-
tunities could include producing plants with 
resistance to pests and diseases, reducing 
the use of pesticides and fertilizers,  genera-
ting resilience to harsh weather conditions, 
or enhancing nutrients in foods (Haque et al., 
2018; Georges & Ray, 2017; Palmgren et al., 
2015).  Several gene edited crops and horti-
cultural plants with novel features, such as 
healthier nutrient composition, are already in 
development which have the potential to 
�^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� ���5�5�å�Ú���±�‹�å�� �Ú���s�å�Ï�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
consumer (for an overview of applications of 
gene editing in crops, vegetables and fruit 

see e.g. Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; Modrze-
jewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, & Kohl, 2018; 
Modrzejewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, Kohl, 
et al., 2018).

It is a concern that countries in the 
developing world exporting feed and food 
�‹�E�� �‹���å�� �)�Ž�� �5������‹�� �9�E�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� ��å�9�å��
edited crops if they follow the EU authorisa-
tion practices, as some of them currently do. 
No single breeding technique alone can 
provide a magic bullet for solving the 
problem of unsustainable food production 
and food scarcity in the world. However, 
gene- editing has the potential to contribute 
to food security, which is particularly 
relevant given the growing world population 
and climate change (Haque et al., 2018; 
Jones, 2015). In view of the above, we make 
some proposals regarding the way forward 
in the following section.

�	�c���8�š�s�‹���å�s���s�å���å�Ï�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���^�s�E�^�E�x�±�,�x

There is danger that unless the EU 
improves the regulatory environment for 
products of gene-editing, it will be left 
�Æ�å�����9�Ú�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���µ�����Ï�����Ï�E�š�,�Ú���±�,�x�E���Ú���5���9��-
�x���� �)�Ž�� ���9���š�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�9�� �E�9��E���9��� �Ú�å�Æ�±�‹�å�x�� �±�‹�� �‹���å��
���9�‹�å�s�9�±�‹���E�9�±�,�� �,�å�´�å�,�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï��
applications and regulatory processes. 
Further research and innovation in this area 
will help better understanding of possible 
�s���x�)�x�� �±�9�Ú�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �ü�E�s�� �x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�Ø�� �‹���å�� �å�9�´���s�E�9-
ment, agriculture and the economy. There is 
a need to improve EU GMO legislation to be 
clear, evidence-based, implementable, 
�^�s�E�^�E�s�‹���E�9�±�‹�å�� �±�9�Ú�� ���å�»���Æ�,�å�� �å�9�E�š����� �‹�E�� �Ï�E�^�å��

with future advances in science and techno-
logy in this area. To achieve this, we recom-
mend revising the existing GMO Directive to 
�s�å���å�Ï�‹�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence, in particular on gene editing and 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion. This should be done with reference to 
other legislation relevant to food safety and 
environmental protection.  

We acknowledge that there are stron-
gly held views in the debate regarding the 
regulation of GMOs, based on a range of 
�Ú���ý�å�s���9����š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9����´�±�,�š�å�x�Ø���å�‹�����Ï�±�,�Ø���,�å��±�,���±�9�Ú��
social issues, and that may lead to other 
options being preferred. In this context, it 
should be noted that the European Com-
mission has requested further guidance by 
the European Group on Ethics in Science 
and New Technologies (EGE) on ethical 
issues raised by such technologies.                                                             

Moreover, it is essential to promote a 
broad dialogue with relevant stakeholders, 
and the public at large. Indeed, we have 
already urged that a more general inclusive 
discussion should be initiated on how we 
want our food to be produced in Europe 
(SAM, 2017b, 2018). Any change to the 
existing GMO legislation should make use of 
new, participatory forms of social dialogue 
(Bioökonomierat, 2018). In doing so, it is 
important to take account of the highest 
possible protection of health and environ-
ment and the creation of a favourable regu-
latory environment for innovation, so that 
�x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�Ï�å�� �±�9�Ú��
technology. In addition, we conclude that 
there is a need for robust and independent 
evidence to be provided in a systematic and 
transparent way to the Court when dealing 
�µ���‹�����Ï�E�5�^�,�å�»���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�����x�x�š�å�x�c���8�±�Ï�‹�E�s�x���E�‹���å�s��
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �±�s�å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x���E�š�,�Ú�� �Æ�å��
considered in policy-making as well as in 

jurisdiction. However, when reasons other 
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� ���9�ü�E�s�5�� �Ú�å�Ï���x���E�9��
making, such as those based on ethical, 
legal, social and economic considerations, 
�‹���å�x�å���x���E�š�,�Ú���Æ�å���Ï�,�å�±�s�,�¼�����Ú�å�9�‹�����å�Ú���±�9�Ú���Ï�E�5-
municated as such in a transparent way. At 
�‹���å���x�±�5�å���‹���5�å�Ø���s�å�,�å�´�±�9�‹���±�9�Ú���s�E�Æ�š�x�‹���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence should be provided to inform 
decisionmaking and good regulation. This is 
essential to generate good policy and regu-
lation, to maintain public trust in science, and 
to reduce the potential reputational risk to 
the EU, if it appears that the EU is not 
�å�5�^�,�E�¼���9��� �‹���å�� �Æ�å�x�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �‹�E��
generate good public policy. We stand 
�s�å�±�Ú�¼�� �‹�E�� �^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� �ü�š�s�‹���å�s�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �±�Ú�´���Ï�å�� �‹�E��
the European Commission on the subjects 
outlined above should the College of Com-
missioners wish to have such advice.  

On 25 July 2018, the Court of Justice of 
the European Union ('the Court') decided 
that organisms obtained by the new techni-
ques of directed mutagenesis are genetica-
�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x�� �`�:�a�k�x�a�Ø�� �µ���‹�����9�� �‹���å��
meaning of the Directive 2001/18/EC on the 
�s�å�,�å�±�x�å�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x��
into the environment ('GMO Directive'). 12, and 
that they are subject to the obligations laid 
down by the GMO Directive.  

New techniques of directed mutagene-
sis include gene editing such as CRISPR/-
Cas9 methodologies. The legal status of the 

products of such techniques was uncertain, 
because it was unclear whether they fell 
within the scope of the GMO Directive.

These techniques enable the develop-
ment of a wide range of agricultural applica-
tions and the ethical, legal, social and 
economic issues of their use are discussed 
intensively. The European Commission’s 
�:�s�E�š�^���E�ü���������å�ü���„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x���`�‹���å���o�������å�ü��
�„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�q�a�• recognises the complex 
nature of these debates, which touch upon 
people’s beliefs, values, and concerns, as 
well as the underpinning science.



The contents of this booklet should not 
be interpreted as expressing a position 
of the European Commission; likewise, 
�E�9�,�¼�� �‹���å�� �:�s�E�š�^�� �E�ü�� �������å�ü�� �„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
Advisors’ Statement on Gene Editing 
and Explanatory Note on New Techni-
ques in Agricultural Biotechnology 
�s�å�^�s�å�x�å�9�‹���‹���å���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�q���E�þ�Ï���±�,���^�E�x���‹���E�9�x��
on these subjects at the present time.
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�‰���å�� �5�±�9�Ú�±�‹�å�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �������å�ü�� �„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
�e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�����x���‹�E���^�s�E�´���Ú�å���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���±�Ú�´���Ï�å���‹�E���‹���å��
European Commission. Therefore, following 
our explanatory note on ‘New Techniques in 
Agricultural Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a), we 
have examined the GMO Directive taking 
into account current knowledge and scienti-
���Ï���å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�c

1. The Ruling of the Court of Justice

On request by the French Conseil d'État, 
the Court was asked to determine whether 
organisms obtained by mutagenesis 4 should 
be considered GMOs and which of those 
organisms are exempt according to the 
provisions of the GMO Directive. In particu-
lar, the Court was asked to determine 
whether organisms obtained by new direc-
ted mutagenesis techniques are exempt 
from the obligations imposed by the GMO 
Directive, as are those obtained by conven-
tional, random mutagenesis techniques that 
existed before the adoption of the Directive, 
or are regulated like those obtained by 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion (ETGM).  

The Court declared that organisms 
produced by directed mutagenesis techni-
ques/methods should be considered GMOs 

within the meaning of the GMO Directive 
and subject to the relevant requirements. In 
this regard, the Court concluded that only 
organisms obtained by means of techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis, which have 
conventionally been used in a number of 
applications and have a long safety record, 
are exempt. The Court also considered that 
‘risks linked to the use of those new techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis might prove 
to be similar to those which result from the 
production and release of a GMO through 
transgenesis’5 The Court further reasoned 
that these new techniques ‘make it possible 
�‹�E�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���´�±�s���å�‹���å�x�� �±�‹��
a rate and in quantities quite unlike those 
resulting from the application of conventio-
nal methods of random mutagenesis’.

New techniques resulting in directed 
mutagenesis can alter a DNA sequence 
precisely at one or more targeted positions 
���9�� �‹���å�� ��å�9�E�5�å�c���8�E�s���±�9���E�´�å�s�´���å�µ���E�ü���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹��
types of gene editing see our explanatory 
note on ‘New Techniques in Agricultural 
Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a) including a 
description of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
(Jinek et al., 2012). Random mutagenesis, 
which has been used extensively in plant 
breeding since the 1960s (SAM, 2017a), 
alters an organism’s genome at multiple 

positions in a non-targeted way by treat-
ment with a chemical mutagen or irradiation. 
ETGM, which have been used in agriculture 
since the 1980s, can be used to introduce 
DNA sequences from other organisms.

The background for the Court ruling 
was an action brought before the French 
Conseil d'État by the French agricultural 
union Confédération Paysanne together 
with eight other associations. This action 
contested the French legislation according 
to which organisms obtained by mutagene-
sis are not, in principle, considered as being 
�‹���å���s�å�x�š�,�‹���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�Ø���±�9�Ú���±�x�)�å�Ú��
for a ban on the cultivation and marketing of 
herbicide-tolerant oilseed rape varieties 
obtained by mutagenesis. The claimants 
argued that such herbicide-resistant seed 
varieties pose a risk to the environment and 
health.

2. Issues and questions arising from 
the ruling and the application of the GMO 
Directive

The GMO Directive states that ‘the 
regulatory framework for biotechnology 
should be reviewed so as to identify the 
feasibility of improving the consistency and 
�å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼���E�ü�� �‹���±�‹�� �ü�s�±�5�å�µ�E�s�)�q�� �`�•�å�Ï���‹�±�,�� �…�•�a�c���e�x��
detailed below, in view of the Court’s ruling, 
���‹�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�‹�� �‹���±�‹�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
knowledge and recent technical develop-
ments have made the GMO Directive no 
�,�E�9��å�s�� ���‹�� �ü�E�s�� �^�š�s�^�E�x�å�c�� �a�E�s�å�E�´�å�s�Ø�� �‹���å�� �:�a�k��
Directive gives rise to more general 
problems, in particular with regard to the 
�Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü���9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼��
occurring mutations, safety considerations, 
�±�x���µ�å�,�,���±�x���Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�c

�–�c�N�c���%�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü��
�9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼���E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x��

�‰���å���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x���Ï�E�9�‹�±���9�å�Ú�����9���‹���å��
GMO Directive dates back to 1990. Accor-
�Ú���9����‹�E���‹�����x���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9�Ø���±���:�a�k�����x���o�±�9���E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø��
with the exception of human beings, in 
which the genetic material has been altered 
in a way that does not occur naturally by 
mating and/or natural recombination’. 6 In the 
�,������‹�� �E�ü�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�Ø�� ���‹�� ���x��
�µ�E�s�‹���� �s�å���å�Ï�‹���9��� �µ���å�‹���å�s�� �‹���å�� �Ï�E�9�Ï�å�^�‹�� �E�ü��
‘naturalness’ is useful when deciding on 
regulatory requirements for organisms with 
an altered genome.  

Mutations occur naturally without 
human intervention (SAM 2017a). They arise 
spontaneously during cell division or are 
triggered by environmental factors such as 
ultraviolet light or viral infections, and can be 
either neutral, harmful or confer a competiti-
ve advantage to the organism. This is the 
underlying mechanism of natural evolution. 
From the time of the adoption of the GMO 
Directive until now, owing to progress in 
�±�9�±�,�¼�‹���Ï�±�,�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�Ø�� �å�»�‹�å�9�x���´�å�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence has been accumulated on sponta-
neously occurring genetic alterations. These 
include point mutations (changes within a 
single letter in the genomic DNA), insertions, 
deletions and rearrangements of the 
genome, as well as the acquisition of exoge-
nous genetic material across species or 
even kingdoms (e.g. (Kyndt et al., 2015)). 
Therefore, if referred to in the legislation, the 
concept of ‘naturalness’ should be based on 
�Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�ü�� �µ���±�‹�� ���9�Ú�å�å�Ú��
occurs naturally, without any human inter-
vention, in organisms and in their DNA.

�–�c�–���„�±�ü�å�‹�¼���Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x

Changes introduced by random muta-
genesis are usually more drastic than those 
resulting from gene editing techniques, and 
include not only numerous point mutations, 
but also deletions and major rearrange-
ments of genome fragments. The resulting 
mutant organisms (in this case plants) requi-
re lengthy screening of the organisms’ 
characteristics to identify the few mutants 
that carry a novel desirable feature and do 
not present any unwanted features. Despite 
this lengthy screening process, the ultimate-
ly selected end products are likely to carry 
additional mutations beyond the ones resul-
ting in the desired trait, each of which can be 
�Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �Æ�å�� �±�9�� �o�š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�q7. 
�„�š�Ï���� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�� ���±�s�5�ü�š�,�Ø��
�9�å�š�‹�s�±�,���E�s���Æ�å�9�å���Ï���±�,���µ���‹�����s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹���‹�E���‹���å�����9�±�,��
product. 

In 2001, when the Directive 2001/18/EC 
was adopted, gene editing technologies 
were not yet being applied to agricultural 
organisms. For example, the CRISPR/Cas9 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�� �µ�±�x�� ���s�x�‹�� �Ú�å�x�Ï�s���Æ�å�Ú�� �E�9�,�¼�� ���9�� �–�È�N�–��
(Jinek et al., 2012). Gene editing techniques 
�Ï�±�9�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �±�,�‹�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x�� �±�‹�� �^�s�å�Ï���x�å��
locations in the genome ranging from point 
mutations through to the targeted deletion 
or insertion of a gene, of parts of a gene or of 
other functional DNA sequences. Because 

of their precision, these gene editing techni-
�g�š�å�x�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �ü�å�µ�å�s�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x��
(Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; SAM, 2017a) 
than random mutagenesis techniques. In 
addition, the end product is better characte-
�s���x�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�`�x�a�� ���9��
the targeted position(s).  

���å�Ï�±�š�x�å�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �µ���,�,�� �E�Ï�Ï�š�s��
less frequently in gene edited products, 
these products are potentially safer than the 
products of random mutagenesis 8. Recently 
more progress has been made to further 
���9�Ï�s�å�±�x�å�� �‹���å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼�� �±�9�Ú�� �^�s�å�Ï���x���E�9�Ø�� �±�9�Ú��
thus the safety of the gene-editing techni-
ques (Yin, Gao, & Qiu, 2017).

The Court has argued that new varieties 
can be produced at a much higher rate and 
in larger quantities by the directed mutage-
nesis techniques than by conventional 
methods of random mutagenesis. Targeted 
�5�š�‹�±��å�9�å�x���x�� ���x�� �5�E�s�å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�‹�� �‹���±�9�� �s�±�9�Ú�E�5��
mutagenesis or other conventional breeding 
techniques, and can speed up the process 
of generating desired varieties. However, 
the greater precision of the directed muta-
genesis techniques, which enable better 
control of the product’s characteristics, is a 
much more important factor to consider in 
safety deliberations than the rate at which 
products are generated.  

In addition, gene editing techniques 
result in fewer intermediate and unwanted 
‘varieties’ compared to random mutagenesis 
techniques.   

The GMO Directive refers to both the 
process used in genetic engineering and the 
product resulting from the use of such tech-
niques (Abbott, 2015), but it is often interpre-
ted as being based only on the production 
technique rather than the characteristics of 
the resulting product (Sprink, Eriksson, 
Schiemann, & Hartung, 2016). An example of 
this is the consideration of the ‘long safety 
record’ of random mutagenesis which is 
introduced by Recital 17 of the GMO Directi-
ve as a criterion for deciding whether 
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�x�� ��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �‹�å�Ï���9��-
�g�š�å�x�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�� �5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�s�å�� �å�»�å�5�^�‹��
�ü�s�E�5�����‹�x���E�Æ�,����±�‹���E�9�x���E�s���9�E�‹�c���F�9���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���‹�å�s�5�x��
what is more relevant is, whether or not the 
products have a long safety record, rather 
than the techniques used to generate them.  

In that context, it is important to recogni-
se that the concerns put forward by the 
Confédération Paysanne about the risk of 
herbicide resistant seed varieties to the 
environment and health are not addressed 
by subjecting organisms produced by direc-
ted mutagenesis to the obligations of the 
GMO Directive. This is because herbicide 
resistant seed varieties can in principle be 
produced by all mutagenic procedures 
including ETGM, new directed mutagenesis 
techniques, random mutagenesis, as well as 
other conventional breeding methods. It is 
�9�E�‹���^�s���5�±�s���,�¼���‹���å���5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���Ï�s�E�^���‹���±�‹���Ï�E�9�x�‹���‹�š-
tes the potential ecological risk, but rather 
the use of the herbicide and the overall 
production system associated with herbici-
de use (Bioökonomierat, 2018). To answer 
the question whether herbicide resistant 
seed varieties constitute a risk to health and 

environment, �‹���å�� �ü�å�±�‹�š�s�å�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,��
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� ���‹�x�å�,�ü�� �5�š�x�‹�� �Æ�å�� �å�»�±�5���9�å�Ú�� �s�å��±�s�Ú-
�,�å�x�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9��� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�� �š�x�å�Ú�� �‹�E��
��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å���‹���±�‹���^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�c����

As described in our explanatory note 
(SAM, 2017a), the safety of an organism is 
determined by multiple factors such as the 
�x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �Ï���±�s�±�Ï�‹�å�s���x�‹���Ï�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø���‹���å��
environment in which it is cultivated, the 
agricultural practices used, and exposure to 
human beings and animals rather than by 
the technique used for its production. 
Hence, the risks of a product are determined 
by these factors and therefore logically 
should be assessed in the same way 
independently of whether they are produ-
ced by conventional breeding techniques, 
random or directed mutagenesis, or by 
ETGM. Consequently, the current approach 
does not properly respect the motivation 
behind the precautionary principle of ensu-
ring product safety. From the above it 
follows that the regulatory framework for 
GMOs should put much more emphasis on 
the features of the end product, rather than 
on the production technique. As long as this 
is not the case, situations can arise where 
two products are identical, but because of 
�Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�� �š�x�å�Ú�� ���9�� �‹���å���s�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø��
�‹���å�¼���µ�E�š�,�Ú�� ���±�´�å�� �‹�E�� �5�å�å�‹�� �Ï�E�5�^�,�å�‹�å�,�¼�� �Ú���ý�å-
rent regulatory requirements.

�–�c�•���%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�����x�x�š�å�x

The ability of gene editing techniques to 
precisely introduce mutations identical to 
those originating spontaneously or through 
random mutagenesis has important conse-
quences for the detection of gene edited 
products, as described in our explanatory 
note (SAM, 2017a). Depending on the muta-
tion type and the context in which it is used, 
���‹���µ���,�,���Æ�å���Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹���±�9�Ú���x�E�5�å�‹���5�å�x�����5�^�E�x�x���Æ�,�å��

for applicants to provide a detection method 
for gene edited products which will meet 
regulatory requirements (Casacuberta & 
Puigdomènech, 2018), for instance in the 
case of point mutations.

�%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´�å�9�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when there is no prior knowledge concer-
ning the organism under investigation, 
whether authorised or not, in particular 
regarding the introduced genetic changes 
and/ or a suitable detection method (SAM, 
2017a). Competent authorities will be faced 
with such circumstances, for instance, when 
organisms arrive on the EU market, which 
have been authorised under regulatory 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�x���E�š�‹�x���Ú�å���‹���å���)�Ž���µ���‹�����Ú���ý�å�s���9����s�å��š-
latory requirements. There can be no 
analytical approach for detecting and quan-
tifying all possible gene edited products. 
Therefore it cannot be excluded that 
products obtained by directed mutagenesis 
will enter the European market undetected. 
It will be impossible to identify whether the 
mutations have occurred spontaneously or 
were introduced by human intervention, or 
�‹�E�� �±�‹�‹�s���Æ�š�‹�å�� �‹���å�5�� �‹�E�� �±�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å��
such as random mutagenesis or directed 
mutagenesis, particularly given that in some 
�Ï�±�x�å�x�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� ���Ú�å�9�‹���Ï�±�,�� �‹�E��
that generated by other procedures (Sprink 
et al., 2016). However, as mentioned before, 
the safety of a product is determined by its 
characteristics and not by the way it was 
generated. �‰���å�s�å�ü�E�s�å�Ø�� �‹���å�� ���5�^�E�x�x���Æ���,���‹�¼�� �E�ü��
�Ú���x�‹���9��š���x�����9��� �Æ�å�‹�µ�å�å�9�� �x�^�E�9�‹�±�9�å�E�š�x�,�¼��
�E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹���‹�¼�^�å�x���E�ü��
���š�5�±�9�����9�‹�å�s�´�å�9�‹���E�9�x�����x���±���5�±�#�E�s�����x�x�š�å���ü�s�E�5��
�±���s�å��š�,�±�‹�E�s�¼���^�E���9�‹���E�ü���´���å�µ�c����

A document, currently under prepara-

tion by the European Network of GMO 
Laboratories together with the European 
Commission's Joint Research Centre, will 
look in more detail at the issues related to 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�� ���Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�9�Ú�� �g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9��
than we do here.  

3. Possible consequences

The ruling of the Court can be expected 
to have important consequences for Euro-
pean citizens –both consumers and farmers. 
It may also have impacts on international 
trade and cooperation with developing 
countries, and very likely, also on the EU 
research and innovation landscape. The 
consequences need to be analysed and 
discussed elsewhere, as this statement 
�ü�E�Ï�š�x�x�å�x�� �E�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� ���x�x�š�å�x�� �s�å�,�±�‹�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
application of the GMO Directive to the new 
directed mutagenesis techniques, but we 
make some comments here to inform those 
discussions. 

In legal terms, products of gene editing 
can be authorised in the EU according to the 
GMO Directive. However, meeting the 
obligations of the GMO Directive implies 
cost- and labour-intensive pre-market 
evaluations and a long duration of the 
�±�^�^�s�E�´�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ï�å�x�x�Ø�� �µ�����Ï���� �±�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �±�9�Ú��
onerous to bear, particularly by small and 
medium enterprises 9. This may diminish 
���9�Ï�å�9�‹���´�å�x�� �ü�E�s�� ���9�´�å�x�‹�5�å�9�‹�Ø�� �9�å��±�‹���´�å�,�¼�� �±�ý�å�Ï�‹��
�s�å�x�å�±�s�Ï�����±�9�Ú�����9�9�E�´�±�‹���E�9�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���±�9�Ú���,���5���‹��
the commercialisation of gene edited 
products (Bioökonomierat, 2018; Georges & 
Ray, 2017).  

In addition, the obligations, imposed by 

the GMO Directive, on traceability and 
labelling of GMOs entering the European 
�5�±�s�)�å�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� �´�å�s�¼�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �‹�E�� ���5�^�,�å�5�å�9�‹��
and control due to issues related to the 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú���g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���E�ü��
gene edited products described above 
�`�x�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �–�c�•�a�c���‰�����x���µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when exporting countries start to market 
varieties that they have already decided not 
to regulate. An example is the case of gene 
edited mushrooms developed to have a 
reduced tendency to brown 10 (Georges & 
Ray, 2017; Waltz, 2016).

Environmental applications of gene 
editing technologies could enable novel 
approaches to conservation, bioremedia-
tion, the control of invasive species, and the 
protection of biodiversity (ShuklaJones, 
�8�s���å�Ú�s���Ï���x�Ø�� �¼���œ���9���Ï�)�E�ý�Ø�� �–�È�N�í�a�c�� �B���9�Ú�å�s���9��� �)�Ž��
�^�s�E��s�å�x�x�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú���5�±�¼���^�s�å�´�å�9�‹���‹���å���š�x�å���E�ü��
gene editing technologies for environmental 
applications as well as for sustainable food 
production 11, including the reduction of food 
scarcity in developing countries. Lost oppor-
tunities could include producing plants with 
resistance to pests and diseases, reducing 
the use of pesticides and fertilizers,  genera-
ting resilience to harsh weather conditions, 
or enhancing nutrients in foods (Haque et al., 
2018; Georges & Ray, 2017; Palmgren et al., 
2015).  Several gene edited crops and horti-
cultural plants with novel features, such as 
healthier nutrient composition, are already in 
development which have the potential to 
�^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� ���5�5�å�Ú���±�‹�å�� �Ú���s�å�Ï�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
consumer (for an overview of applications of 
gene editing in crops, vegetables and fruit 

see e.g. Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; Modrze-
jewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, & Kohl, 2018; 
Modrzejewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, Kohl, 
et al., 2018).

It is a concern that countries in the 
developing world exporting feed and food 
�‹�E�� �‹���å�� �)�Ž�� �5������‹�� �9�E�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� ��å�9�å��
edited crops if they follow the EU authorisa-
tion practices, as some of them currently do. 
No single breeding technique alone can 
provide a magic bullet for solving the 
problem of unsustainable food production 
and food scarcity in the world. However, 
gene- editing has the potential to contribute 
to food security, which is particularly 
relevant given the growing world population 
and climate change (Haque et al., 2018; 
Jones, 2015). In view of the above, we make 
some proposals regarding the way forward 
in the following section.

�	�c���8�š�s�‹���å�s���s�å���å�Ï�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���^�s�E�^�E�x�±�,�x

There is danger that unless the EU 
improves the regulatory environment for 
products of gene-editing, it will be left 
�Æ�å�����9�Ú�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���µ�����Ï�����Ï�E�š�,�Ú���±�,�x�E���Ú���5���9��-
�x���� �)�Ž�� ���9���š�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�9�� �E�9��E���9��� �Ú�å�Æ�±�‹�å�x�� �±�‹�� �‹���å��
���9�‹�å�s�9�±�‹���E�9�±�,�� �,�å�´�å�,�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï��
applications and regulatory processes. 
Further research and innovation in this area 
will help better understanding of possible 
�s���x�)�x�� �±�9�Ú�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �ü�E�s�� �x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�Ø�� �‹���å�� �å�9�´���s�E�9-
ment, agriculture and the economy. There is 
a need to improve EU GMO legislation to be 
clear, evidence-based, implementable, 
�^�s�E�^�E�s�‹���E�9�±�‹�å�� �±�9�Ú�� ���å�»���Æ�,�å�� �å�9�E�š����� �‹�E�� �Ï�E�^�å��

with future advances in science and techno-
logy in this area. To achieve this, we recom-
mend revising the existing GMO Directive to 
�s�å���å�Ï�‹�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence, in particular on gene editing and 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion. This should be done with reference to 
other legislation relevant to food safety and 
environmental protection.  

We acknowledge that there are stron-
gly held views in the debate regarding the 
regulation of GMOs, based on a range of 
�Ú���ý�å�s���9����š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9����´�±�,�š�å�x�Ø���å�‹�����Ï�±�,�Ø���,�å��±�,���±�9�Ú��
social issues, and that may lead to other 
options being preferred. In this context, it 
should be noted that the European Com-
mission has requested further guidance by 
the European Group on Ethics in Science 
and New Technologies (EGE) on ethical 
issues raised by such technologies.                                                             

Moreover, it is essential to promote a 
broad dialogue with relevant stakeholders, 
and the public at large. Indeed, we have 
already urged that a more general inclusive 
discussion should be initiated on how we 
want our food to be produced in Europe 
(SAM, 2017b, 2018). Any change to the 
existing GMO legislation should make use of 
new, participatory forms of social dialogue 
(Bioökonomierat, 2018). In doing so, it is 
important to take account of the highest 
possible protection of health and environ-
ment and the creation of a favourable regu-
latory environment for innovation, so that 
�x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�Ï�å�� �±�9�Ú��
technology. In addition, we conclude that 
there is a need for robust and independent 
evidence to be provided in a systematic and 
transparent way to the Court when dealing 
�µ���‹�����Ï�E�5�^�,�å�»���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�����x�x�š�å�x�c���8�±�Ï�‹�E�s�x���E�‹���å�s��
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �±�s�å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x���E�š�,�Ú�� �Æ�å��
considered in policy-making as well as in 

jurisdiction. However, when reasons other 
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� ���9�ü�E�s�5�� �Ú�å�Ï���x���E�9��
making, such as those based on ethical, 
legal, social and economic considerations, 
�‹���å�x�å���x���E�š�,�Ú���Æ�å���Ï�,�å�±�s�,�¼�����Ú�å�9�‹�����å�Ú���±�9�Ú���Ï�E�5-
municated as such in a transparent way. At 
�‹���å���x�±�5�å���‹���5�å�Ø���s�å�,�å�´�±�9�‹���±�9�Ú���s�E�Æ�š�x�‹���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence should be provided to inform 
decisionmaking and good regulation. This is 
essential to generate good policy and regu-
lation, to maintain public trust in science, and 
to reduce the potential reputational risk to 
the EU, if it appears that the EU is not 
�å�5�^�,�E�¼���9��� �‹���å�� �Æ�å�x�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �‹�E��
generate good public policy. We stand 
�s�å�±�Ú�¼�� �‹�E�� �^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� �ü�š�s�‹���å�s�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �±�Ú�´���Ï�å�� �‹�E��
the European Commission on the subjects 
outlined above should the College of Com-
missioners wish to have such advice.  

On 25 July 2018, the Court of Justice of 
the European Union ('the Court') decided 
that organisms obtained by the new techni-
ques of directed mutagenesis are genetica-
�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x�� �`�:�a�k�x�a�Ø�� �µ���‹�����9�� �‹���å��
meaning of the Directive 2001/18/EC on the 
�s�å�,�å�±�x�å�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x��
into the environment ('GMO Directive'). 12, and 
that they are subject to the obligations laid 
down by the GMO Directive.  

New techniques of directed mutagene-
sis include gene editing such as CRISPR/-
Cas9 methodologies. The legal status of the 

products of such techniques was uncertain, 
because it was unclear whether they fell 
within the scope of the GMO Directive.

These techniques enable the develop-
ment of a wide range of agricultural applica-
tions and the ethical, legal, social and 
economic issues of their use are discussed 
intensively. The European Commission’s 
�:�s�E�š�^���E�ü���������å�ü���„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x���`�‹���å���o�������å�ü��
�„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�q�a�• recognises the complex 
nature of these debates, which touch upon 
people’s beliefs, values, and concerns, as 
well as the underpinning science.
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�‰���å�� �5�±�9�Ú�±�‹�å�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �������å�ü�� �„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
�e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�����x���‹�E���^�s�E�´���Ú�å���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���±�Ú�´���Ï�å���‹�E���‹���å��
European Commission. Therefore, following 
our explanatory note on ‘New Techniques in 
Agricultural Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a), we 
have examined the GMO Directive taking 
into account current knowledge and scienti-
���Ï���å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�c

1. The Ruling of the Court of Justice

On request by the French Conseil d'État, 
the Court was asked to determine whether 
organisms obtained by mutagenesis 4 should 
be considered GMOs and which of those 
organisms are exempt according to the 
provisions of the GMO Directive. In particu-
lar, the Court was asked to determine 
whether organisms obtained by new direc-
ted mutagenesis techniques are exempt 
from the obligations imposed by the GMO 
Directive, as are those obtained by conven-
tional, random mutagenesis techniques that 
existed before the adoption of the Directive, 
or are regulated like those obtained by 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion (ETGM).  

The Court declared that organisms 
produced by directed mutagenesis techni-
ques/methods should be considered GMOs 

within the meaning of the GMO Directive 
and subject to the relevant requirements. In 
this regard, the Court concluded that only 
organisms obtained by means of techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis, which have 
conventionally been used in a number of 
applications and have a long safety record, 
are exempt. The Court also considered that 
‘risks linked to the use of those new techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis might prove 
to be similar to those which result from the 
production and release of a GMO through 
transgenesis’5 The Court further reasoned 
that these new techniques ‘make it possible 
�‹�E�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���´�±�s���å�‹���å�x�� �±�‹��
a rate and in quantities quite unlike those 
resulting from the application of conventio-
nal methods of random mutagenesis’.

New techniques resulting in directed 
mutagenesis can alter a DNA sequence 
precisely at one or more targeted positions 
���9�� �‹���å�� ��å�9�E�5�å�c���8�E�s���±�9���E�´�å�s�´���å�µ���E�ü���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹��
types of gene editing see our explanatory 
note on ‘New Techniques in Agricultural 
Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a) including a 
description of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
(Jinek et al., 2012). Random mutagenesis, 
which has been used extensively in plant 
breeding since the 1960s (SAM, 2017a), 
alters an organism’s genome at multiple 

positions in a non-targeted way by treat-
ment with a chemical mutagen or irradiation. 
ETGM, which have been used in agriculture 
since the 1980s, can be used to introduce 
DNA sequences from other organisms.

The background for the Court ruling 
was an action brought before the French 
Conseil d'État by the French agricultural 
union Confédération Paysanne together 
with eight other associations. This action 
contested the French legislation according 
to which organisms obtained by mutagene-
sis are not, in principle, considered as being 
�‹���å���s�å�x�š�,�‹���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�Ø���±�9�Ú���±�x�)�å�Ú��
for a ban on the cultivation and marketing of 
herbicide-tolerant oilseed rape varieties 
obtained by mutagenesis. The claimants 
argued that such herbicide-resistant seed 
varieties pose a risk to the environment and 
health.

2. Issues and questions arising from 
the ruling and the application of the GMO 
Directive

The GMO Directive states that ‘the 
regulatory framework for biotechnology 
should be reviewed so as to identify the 
feasibility of improving the consistency and 
�å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼���E�ü�� �‹���±�‹�� �ü�s�±�5�å�µ�E�s�)�q�� �`�•�å�Ï���‹�±�,�� �…�•�a�c���e�x��
detailed below, in view of the Court’s ruling, 
���‹�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�‹�� �‹���±�‹�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
knowledge and recent technical develop-
ments have made the GMO Directive no 
�,�E�9��å�s�� ���‹�� �ü�E�s�� �^�š�s�^�E�x�å�c�� �a�E�s�å�E�´�å�s�Ø�� �‹���å�� �:�a�k��
Directive gives rise to more general 
problems, in particular with regard to the 
�Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü���9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼��
occurring mutations, safety considerations, 
�±�x���µ�å�,�,���±�x���Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�c

�–�c�N�c���%�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü��
�9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼���E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x��

�‰���å���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x���Ï�E�9�‹�±���9�å�Ú�����9���‹���å��
GMO Directive dates back to 1990. Accor-
�Ú���9����‹�E���‹�����x���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9�Ø���±���:�a�k�����x���o�±�9���E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø��
with the exception of human beings, in 
which the genetic material has been altered 
in a way that does not occur naturally by 
mating and/or natural recombination’. 6 In the 
�,������‹�� �E�ü�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�Ø�� ���‹�� ���x��
�µ�E�s�‹���� �s�å���å�Ï�‹���9��� �µ���å�‹���å�s�� �‹���å�� �Ï�E�9�Ï�å�^�‹�� �E�ü��
‘naturalness’ is useful when deciding on 
regulatory requirements for organisms with 
an altered genome.  

Mutations occur naturally without 
human intervention (SAM 2017a). They arise 
spontaneously during cell division or are 
triggered by environmental factors such as 
ultraviolet light or viral infections, and can be 
either neutral, harmful or confer a competiti-
ve advantage to the organism. This is the 
underlying mechanism of natural evolution. 
From the time of the adoption of the GMO 
Directive until now, owing to progress in 
�±�9�±�,�¼�‹���Ï�±�,�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�Ø�� �å�»�‹�å�9�x���´�å�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence has been accumulated on sponta-
neously occurring genetic alterations. These 
include point mutations (changes within a 
single letter in the genomic DNA), insertions, 
deletions and rearrangements of the 
genome, as well as the acquisition of exoge-
nous genetic material across species or 
even kingdoms (e.g. (Kyndt et al., 2015)). 
Therefore, if referred to in the legislation, the 
concept of ‘naturalness’ should be based on 
�Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�ü�� �µ���±�‹�� ���9�Ú�å�å�Ú��
occurs naturally, without any human inter-
vention, in organisms and in their DNA.

�–�c�–���„�±�ü�å�‹�¼���Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x

Changes introduced by random muta-
genesis are usually more drastic than those 
resulting from gene editing techniques, and 
include not only numerous point mutations, 
but also deletions and major rearrange-
ments of genome fragments. The resulting 
mutant organisms (in this case plants) requi-
re lengthy screening of the organisms’ 
characteristics to identify the few mutants 
that carry a novel desirable feature and do 
not present any unwanted features. Despite 
this lengthy screening process, the ultimate-
ly selected end products are likely to carry 
additional mutations beyond the ones resul-
ting in the desired trait, each of which can be 
�Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �Æ�å�� �±�9�� �o�š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�q7. 
�„�š�Ï���� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�� ���±�s�5�ü�š�,�Ø��
�9�å�š�‹�s�±�,���E�s���Æ�å�9�å���Ï���±�,���µ���‹�����s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹���‹�E���‹���å�����9�±�,��
product. 

In 2001, when the Directive 2001/18/EC 
was adopted, gene editing technologies 
were not yet being applied to agricultural 
organisms. For example, the CRISPR/Cas9 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�� �µ�±�x�� ���s�x�‹�� �Ú�å�x�Ï�s���Æ�å�Ú�� �E�9�,�¼�� ���9�� �–�È�N�–��
(Jinek et al., 2012). Gene editing techniques 
�Ï�±�9�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �±�,�‹�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x�� �±�‹�� �^�s�å�Ï���x�å��
locations in the genome ranging from point 
mutations through to the targeted deletion 
or insertion of a gene, of parts of a gene or of 
other functional DNA sequences. Because 

of their precision, these gene editing techni-
�g�š�å�x�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �ü�å�µ�å�s�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x��
(Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; SAM, 2017a) 
than random mutagenesis techniques. In 
addition, the end product is better characte-
�s���x�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�`�x�a�� ���9��
the targeted position(s).  

���å�Ï�±�š�x�å�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �µ���,�,�� �E�Ï�Ï�š�s��
less frequently in gene edited products, 
these products are potentially safer than the 
products of random mutagenesis 8. Recently 
more progress has been made to further 
���9�Ï�s�å�±�x�å�� �‹���å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼�� �±�9�Ú�� �^�s�å�Ï���x���E�9�Ø�� �±�9�Ú��
thus the safety of the gene-editing techni-
ques (Yin, Gao, & Qiu, 2017).

The Court has argued that new varieties 
can be produced at a much higher rate and 
in larger quantities by the directed mutage-
nesis techniques than by conventional 
methods of random mutagenesis. Targeted 
�5�š�‹�±��å�9�å�x���x�� ���x�� �5�E�s�å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�‹�� �‹���±�9�� �s�±�9�Ú�E�5��
mutagenesis or other conventional breeding 
techniques, and can speed up the process 
of generating desired varieties. However, 
the greater precision of the directed muta-
genesis techniques, which enable better 
control of the product’s characteristics, is a 
much more important factor to consider in 
safety deliberations than the rate at which 
products are generated.  

In addition, gene editing techniques 
result in fewer intermediate and unwanted 
‘varieties’ compared to random mutagenesis 
techniques.   

The GMO Directive refers to both the 
process used in genetic engineering and the 
product resulting from the use of such tech-
niques (Abbott, 2015), but it is often interpre-
ted as being based only on the production 
technique rather than the characteristics of 
the resulting product (Sprink, Eriksson, 
Schiemann, & Hartung, 2016). An example of 
this is the consideration of the ‘long safety 
record’ of random mutagenesis which is 
introduced by Recital 17 of the GMO Directi-
ve as a criterion for deciding whether 
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�x�� ��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �‹�å�Ï���9��-
�g�š�å�x�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�� �5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�s�å�� �å�»�å�5�^�‹��
�ü�s�E�5�����‹�x���E�Æ�,����±�‹���E�9�x���E�s���9�E�‹�c���F�9���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���‹�å�s�5�x��
what is more relevant is, whether or not the 
products have a long safety record, rather 
than the techniques used to generate them.  

In that context, it is important to recogni-
se that the concerns put forward by the 
Confédération Paysanne about the risk of 
herbicide resistant seed varieties to the 
environment and health are not addressed 
by subjecting organisms produced by direc-
ted mutagenesis to the obligations of the 
GMO Directive. This is because herbicide 
resistant seed varieties can in principle be 
produced by all mutagenic procedures 
including ETGM, new directed mutagenesis 
techniques, random mutagenesis, as well as 
other conventional breeding methods. It is 
�9�E�‹���^�s���5�±�s���,�¼���‹���å���5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���Ï�s�E�^���‹���±�‹���Ï�E�9�x�‹���‹�š-
tes the potential ecological risk, but rather 
the use of the herbicide and the overall 
production system associated with herbici-
de use (Bioökonomierat, 2018). To answer 
the question whether herbicide resistant 
seed varieties constitute a risk to health and 

environment, �‹���å�� �ü�å�±�‹�š�s�å�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,��
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� ���‹�x�å�,�ü�� �5�š�x�‹�� �Æ�å�� �å�»�±�5���9�å�Ú�� �s�å��±�s�Ú-
�,�å�x�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9��� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�� �š�x�å�Ú�� �‹�E��
��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å���‹���±�‹���^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�c����

As described in our explanatory note 
(SAM, 2017a), the safety of an organism is 
determined by multiple factors such as the 
�x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �Ï���±�s�±�Ï�‹�å�s���x�‹���Ï�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø���‹���å��
environment in which it is cultivated, the 
agricultural practices used, and exposure to 
human beings and animals rather than by 
the technique used for its production. 
Hence, the risks of a product are determined 
by these factors and therefore logically 
should be assessed in the same way 
independently of whether they are produ-
ced by conventional breeding techniques, 
random or directed mutagenesis, or by 
ETGM. Consequently, the current approach 
does not properly respect the motivation 
behind the precautionary principle of ensu-
ring product safety. From the above it 
follows that the regulatory framework for 
GMOs should put much more emphasis on 
the features of the end product, rather than 
on the production technique. As long as this 
is not the case, situations can arise where 
two products are identical, but because of 
�Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�� �š�x�å�Ú�� ���9�� �‹���å���s�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø��
�‹���å�¼���µ�E�š�,�Ú�� ���±�´�å�� �‹�E�� �5�å�å�‹�� �Ï�E�5�^�,�å�‹�å�,�¼�� �Ú���ý�å-
rent regulatory requirements.

�–�c�•���%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�����x�x�š�å�x

The ability of gene editing techniques to 
precisely introduce mutations identical to 
those originating spontaneously or through 
random mutagenesis has important conse-
quences for the detection of gene edited 
products, as described in our explanatory 
note (SAM, 2017a). Depending on the muta-
tion type and the context in which it is used, 
���‹���µ���,�,���Æ�å���Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹���±�9�Ú���x�E�5�å�‹���5�å�x�����5�^�E�x�x���Æ�,�å��

for applicants to provide a detection method 
for gene edited products which will meet 
regulatory requirements (Casacuberta & 
Puigdomènech, 2018), for instance in the 
case of point mutations.

�%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´�å�9�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when there is no prior knowledge concer-
ning the organism under investigation, 
whether authorised or not, in particular 
regarding the introduced genetic changes 
and/ or a suitable detection method (SAM, 
2017a). Competent authorities will be faced 
with such circumstances, for instance, when 
organisms arrive on the EU market, which 
have been authorised under regulatory 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�x���E�š�‹�x���Ú�å���‹���å���)�Ž���µ���‹�����Ú���ý�å�s���9����s�å��š-
latory requirements. There can be no 
analytical approach for detecting and quan-
tifying all possible gene edited products. 
Therefore it cannot be excluded that 
products obtained by directed mutagenesis 
will enter the European market undetected. 
It will be impossible to identify whether the 
mutations have occurred spontaneously or 
were introduced by human intervention, or 
�‹�E�� �±�‹�‹�s���Æ�š�‹�å�� �‹���å�5�� �‹�E�� �±�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å��
such as random mutagenesis or directed 
mutagenesis, particularly given that in some 
�Ï�±�x�å�x�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� ���Ú�å�9�‹���Ï�±�,�� �‹�E��
that generated by other procedures (Sprink 
et al., 2016). However, as mentioned before, 
the safety of a product is determined by its 
characteristics and not by the way it was 
generated. �‰���å�s�å�ü�E�s�å�Ø�� �‹���å�� ���5�^�E�x�x���Æ���,���‹�¼�� �E�ü��
�Ú���x�‹���9��š���x�����9��� �Æ�å�‹�µ�å�å�9�� �x�^�E�9�‹�±�9�å�E�š�x�,�¼��
�E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹���‹�¼�^�å�x���E�ü��
���š�5�±�9�����9�‹�å�s�´�å�9�‹���E�9�x�����x���±���5�±�#�E�s�����x�x�š�å���ü�s�E�5��
�±���s�å��š�,�±�‹�E�s�¼���^�E���9�‹���E�ü���´���å�µ�c����

A document, currently under prepara-

tion by the European Network of GMO 
Laboratories together with the European 
Commission's Joint Research Centre, will 
look in more detail at the issues related to 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�� ���Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�9�Ú�� �g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9��
than we do here.  

3. Possible consequences

The ruling of the Court can be expected 
to have important consequences for Euro-
pean citizens –both consumers and farmers. 
It may also have impacts on international 
trade and cooperation with developing 
countries, and very likely, also on the EU 
research and innovation landscape. The 
consequences need to be analysed and 
discussed elsewhere, as this statement 
�ü�E�Ï�š�x�x�å�x�� �E�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� ���x�x�š�å�x�� �s�å�,�±�‹�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
application of the GMO Directive to the new 
directed mutagenesis techniques, but we 
make some comments here to inform those 
discussions. 

In legal terms, products of gene editing 
can be authorised in the EU according to the 
GMO Directive. However, meeting the 
obligations of the GMO Directive implies 
cost- and labour-intensive pre-market 
evaluations and a long duration of the 
�±�^�^�s�E�´�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ï�å�x�x�Ø�� �µ�����Ï���� �±�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �±�9�Ú��
onerous to bear, particularly by small and 
medium enterprises 9. This may diminish 
���9�Ï�å�9�‹���´�å�x�� �ü�E�s�� ���9�´�å�x�‹�5�å�9�‹�Ø�� �9�å��±�‹���´�å�,�¼�� �±�ý�å�Ï�‹��
�s�å�x�å�±�s�Ï�����±�9�Ú�����9�9�E�´�±�‹���E�9�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���±�9�Ú���,���5���‹��
the commercialisation of gene edited 
products (Bioökonomierat, 2018; Georges & 
Ray, 2017).  

In addition, the obligations, imposed by 

the GMO Directive, on traceability and 
labelling of GMOs entering the European 
�5�±�s�)�å�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� �´�å�s�¼�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �‹�E�� ���5�^�,�å�5�å�9�‹��
and control due to issues related to the 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú���g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���E�ü��
gene edited products described above 
�`�x�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �–�c�•�a�c���‰�����x���µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when exporting countries start to market 
varieties that they have already decided not 
to regulate. An example is the case of gene 
edited mushrooms developed to have a 
reduced tendency to brown 10 (Georges & 
Ray, 2017; Waltz, 2016).

Environmental applications of gene 
editing technologies could enable novel 
approaches to conservation, bioremedia-
tion, the control of invasive species, and the 
protection of biodiversity (ShuklaJones, 
�8�s���å�Ú�s���Ï���x�Ø�� �¼���œ���9���Ï�)�E�ý�Ø�� �–�È�N�í�a�c�� �B���9�Ú�å�s���9��� �)�Ž��
�^�s�E��s�å�x�x�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú���5�±�¼���^�s�å�´�å�9�‹���‹���å���š�x�å���E�ü��
gene editing technologies for environmental 
applications as well as for sustainable food 
production 11, including the reduction of food 
scarcity in developing countries. Lost oppor-
tunities could include producing plants with 
resistance to pests and diseases, reducing 
the use of pesticides and fertilizers,  genera-
ting resilience to harsh weather conditions, 
or enhancing nutrients in foods (Haque et al., 
2018; Georges & Ray, 2017; Palmgren et al., 
2015).  Several gene edited crops and horti-
cultural plants with novel features, such as 
healthier nutrient composition, are already in 
development which have the potential to 
�^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� ���5�5�å�Ú���±�‹�å�� �Ú���s�å�Ï�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
consumer (for an overview of applications of 
gene editing in crops, vegetables and fruit 

see e.g. Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; Modrze-
jewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, & Kohl, 2018; 
Modrzejewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, Kohl, 
et al., 2018).

It is a concern that countries in the 
developing world exporting feed and food 
�‹�E�� �‹���å�� �)�Ž�� �5������‹�� �9�E�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� ��å�9�å��
edited crops if they follow the EU authorisa-
tion practices, as some of them currently do. 
No single breeding technique alone can 
provide a magic bullet for solving the 
problem of unsustainable food production 
and food scarcity in the world. However, 
gene- editing has the potential to contribute 
to food security, which is particularly 
relevant given the growing world population 
and climate change (Haque et al., 2018; 
Jones, 2015). In view of the above, we make 
some proposals regarding the way forward 
in the following section.

�	�c���8�š�s�‹���å�s���s�å���å�Ï�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���^�s�E�^�E�x�±�,�x

There is danger that unless the EU 
improves the regulatory environment for 
products of gene-editing, it will be left 
�Æ�å�����9�Ú�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���µ�����Ï�����Ï�E�š�,�Ú���±�,�x�E���Ú���5���9��-
�x���� �)�Ž�� ���9���š�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�9�� �E�9��E���9��� �Ú�å�Æ�±�‹�å�x�� �±�‹�� �‹���å��
���9�‹�å�s�9�±�‹���E�9�±�,�� �,�å�´�å�,�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï��
applications and regulatory processes. 
Further research and innovation in this area 
will help better understanding of possible 
�s���x�)�x�� �±�9�Ú�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �ü�E�s�� �x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�Ø�� �‹���å�� �å�9�´���s�E�9-
ment, agriculture and the economy. There is 
a need to improve EU GMO legislation to be 
clear, evidence-based, implementable, 
�^�s�E�^�E�s�‹���E�9�±�‹�å�� �±�9�Ú�� ���å�»���Æ�,�å�� �å�9�E�š����� �‹�E�� �Ï�E�^�å��

with future advances in science and techno-
logy in this area. To achieve this, we recom-
mend revising the existing GMO Directive to 
�s�å���å�Ï�‹�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence, in particular on gene editing and 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion. This should be done with reference to 
other legislation relevant to food safety and 
environmental protection.  

We acknowledge that there are stron-
gly held views in the debate regarding the 
regulation of GMOs, based on a range of 
�Ú���ý�å�s���9����š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9����´�±�,�š�å�x�Ø���å�‹�����Ï�±�,�Ø���,�å��±�,���±�9�Ú��
social issues, and that may lead to other 
options being preferred. In this context, it 
should be noted that the European Com-
mission has requested further guidance by 
the European Group on Ethics in Science 
and New Technologies (EGE) on ethical 
issues raised by such technologies.                                                             

Moreover, it is essential to promote a 
broad dialogue with relevant stakeholders, 
and the public at large. Indeed, we have 
already urged that a more general inclusive 
discussion should be initiated on how we 
want our food to be produced in Europe 
(SAM, 2017b, 2018). Any change to the 
existing GMO legislation should make use of 
new, participatory forms of social dialogue 
(Bioökonomierat, 2018). In doing so, it is 
important to take account of the highest 
possible protection of health and environ-
ment and the creation of a favourable regu-
latory environment for innovation, so that 
�x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�Ï�å�� �±�9�Ú��
technology. In addition, we conclude that 
there is a need for robust and independent 
evidence to be provided in a systematic and 
transparent way to the Court when dealing 
�µ���‹�����Ï�E�5�^�,�å�»���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�����x�x�š�å�x�c���8�±�Ï�‹�E�s�x���E�‹���å�s��
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �±�s�å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x���E�š�,�Ú�� �Æ�å��
considered in policy-making as well as in 

jurisdiction. However, when reasons other 
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� ���9�ü�E�s�5�� �Ú�å�Ï���x���E�9��
making, such as those based on ethical, 
legal, social and economic considerations, 
�‹���å�x�å���x���E�š�,�Ú���Æ�å���Ï�,�å�±�s�,�¼�����Ú�å�9�‹�����å�Ú���±�9�Ú���Ï�E�5-
municated as such in a transparent way. At 
�‹���å���x�±�5�å���‹���5�å�Ø���s�å�,�å�´�±�9�‹���±�9�Ú���s�E�Æ�š�x�‹���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence should be provided to inform 
decisionmaking and good regulation. This is 
essential to generate good policy and regu-
lation, to maintain public trust in science, and 
to reduce the potential reputational risk to 
the EU, if it appears that the EU is not 
�å�5�^�,�E�¼���9��� �‹���å�� �Æ�å�x�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �‹�E��
generate good public policy. We stand 
�s�å�±�Ú�¼�� �‹�E�� �^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� �ü�š�s�‹���å�s�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �±�Ú�´���Ï�å�� �‹�E��
the European Commission on the subjects 
outlined above should the College of Com-
missioners wish to have such advice.  

On 25 July 2018, the Court of Justice of 
the European Union ('the Court') decided 
that organisms obtained by the new techni-
ques of directed mutagenesis are genetica-
�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x�� �`�:�a�k�x�a�Ø�� �µ���‹�����9�� �‹���å��
meaning of the Directive 2001/18/EC on the 
�s�å�,�å�±�x�å�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x��
into the environment ('GMO Directive'). 12, and 
that they are subject to the obligations laid 
down by the GMO Directive.  

New techniques of directed mutagene-
sis include gene editing such as CRISPR/-
Cas9 methodologies. The legal status of the 

products of such techniques was uncertain, 
because it was unclear whether they fell 
within the scope of the GMO Directive.

These techniques enable the develop-
ment of a wide range of agricultural applica-
tions and the ethical, legal, social and 
economic issues of their use are discussed 
intensively. The European Commission’s 
�:�s�E�š�^���E�ü���������å�ü���„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x���`�‹���å���o�������å�ü��
�„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�q�a�• recognises the complex 
nature of these debates, which touch upon 
people’s beliefs, values, and concerns, as 
well as the underpinning science.
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�‰���å�� �5�±�9�Ú�±�‹�å�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �������å�ü�� �„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
�e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�����x���‹�E���^�s�E�´���Ú�å���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���±�Ú�´���Ï�å���‹�E���‹���å��
European Commission. Therefore, following 
our explanatory note on ‘New Techniques in 
Agricultural Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a), we 
have examined the GMO Directive taking 
into account current knowledge and scienti-
���Ï���å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�c

1. The Ruling of the Court of Justice

On request by the French Conseil d'État, 
the Court was asked to determine whether 
organisms obtained by mutagenesis 4 should 
be considered GMOs and which of those 
organisms are exempt according to the 
provisions of the GMO Directive. In particu-
lar, the Court was asked to determine 
whether organisms obtained by new direc-
ted mutagenesis techniques are exempt 
from the obligations imposed by the GMO 
Directive, as are those obtained by conven-
tional, random mutagenesis techniques that 
existed before the adoption of the Directive, 
or are regulated like those obtained by 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion (ETGM).  

The Court declared that organisms 
produced by directed mutagenesis techni-
ques/methods should be considered GMOs 

within the meaning of the GMO Directive 
and subject to the relevant requirements. In 
this regard, the Court concluded that only 
organisms obtained by means of techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis, which have 
conventionally been used in a number of 
applications and have a long safety record, 
are exempt. The Court also considered that 
‘risks linked to the use of those new techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis might prove 
to be similar to those which result from the 
production and release of a GMO through 
transgenesis’5 The Court further reasoned 
that these new techniques ‘make it possible 
�‹�E�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���´�±�s���å�‹���å�x�� �±�‹��
a rate and in quantities quite unlike those 
resulting from the application of conventio-
nal methods of random mutagenesis’.

New techniques resulting in directed 
mutagenesis can alter a DNA sequence 
precisely at one or more targeted positions 
���9�� �‹���å�� ��å�9�E�5�å�c���8�E�s���±�9���E�´�å�s�´���å�µ���E�ü���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹��
types of gene editing see our explanatory 
note on ‘New Techniques in Agricultural 
Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a) including a 
description of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
(Jinek et al., 2012). Random mutagenesis, 
which has been used extensively in plant 
breeding since the 1960s (SAM, 2017a), 
alters an organism’s genome at multiple 

positions in a non-targeted way by treat-
ment with a chemical mutagen or irradiation. 
ETGM, which have been used in agriculture 
since the 1980s, can be used to introduce 
DNA sequences from other organisms.

The background for the Court ruling 
was an action brought before the French 
Conseil d'État by the French agricultural 
union Confédération Paysanne together 
with eight other associations. This action 
contested the French legislation according 
to which organisms obtained by mutagene-
sis are not, in principle, considered as being 
�‹���å���s�å�x�š�,�‹���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�Ø���±�9�Ú���±�x�)�å�Ú��
for a ban on the cultivation and marketing of 
herbicide-tolerant oilseed rape varieties 
obtained by mutagenesis. The claimants 
argued that such herbicide-resistant seed 
varieties pose a risk to the environment and 
health.

2. Issues and questions arising from 
the ruling and the application of the GMO 
Directive

The GMO Directive states that ‘the 
regulatory framework for biotechnology 
should be reviewed so as to identify the 
feasibility of improving the consistency and 
�å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼���E�ü�� �‹���±�‹�� �ü�s�±�5�å�µ�E�s�)�q�� �`�•�å�Ï���‹�±�,�� �…�•�a�c���e�x��
detailed below, in view of the Court’s ruling, 
���‹�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�‹�� �‹���±�‹�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
knowledge and recent technical develop-
ments have made the GMO Directive no 
�,�E�9��å�s�� ���‹�� �ü�E�s�� �^�š�s�^�E�x�å�c�� �a�E�s�å�E�´�å�s�Ø�� �‹���å�� �:�a�k��
Directive gives rise to more general 
problems, in particular with regard to the 
�Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü���9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼��
occurring mutations, safety considerations, 
�±�x���µ�å�,�,���±�x���Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�c

�–�c�N�c���%�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü��
�9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼���E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x��

�‰���å���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x���Ï�E�9�‹�±���9�å�Ú�����9���‹���å��
GMO Directive dates back to 1990. Accor-
�Ú���9����‹�E���‹�����x���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9�Ø���±���:�a�k�����x���o�±�9���E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø��
with the exception of human beings, in 
which the genetic material has been altered 
in a way that does not occur naturally by 
mating and/or natural recombination’. 6 In the 
�,������‹�� �E�ü�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�Ø�� ���‹�� ���x��
�µ�E�s�‹���� �s�å���å�Ï�‹���9��� �µ���å�‹���å�s�� �‹���å�� �Ï�E�9�Ï�å�^�‹�� �E�ü��
‘naturalness’ is useful when deciding on 
regulatory requirements for organisms with 
an altered genome.  

Mutations occur naturally without 
human intervention (SAM 2017a). They arise 
spontaneously during cell division or are 
triggered by environmental factors such as 
ultraviolet light or viral infections, and can be 
either neutral, harmful or confer a competiti-
ve advantage to the organism. This is the 
underlying mechanism of natural evolution. 
From the time of the adoption of the GMO 
Directive until now, owing to progress in 
�±�9�±�,�¼�‹���Ï�±�,�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�Ø�� �å�»�‹�å�9�x���´�å�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence has been accumulated on sponta-
neously occurring genetic alterations. These 
include point mutations (changes within a 
single letter in the genomic DNA), insertions, 
deletions and rearrangements of the 
genome, as well as the acquisition of exoge-
nous genetic material across species or 
even kingdoms (e.g. (Kyndt et al., 2015)). 
Therefore, if referred to in the legislation, the 
concept of ‘naturalness’ should be based on 
�Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�ü�� �µ���±�‹�� ���9�Ú�å�å�Ú��
occurs naturally, without any human inter-
vention, in organisms and in their DNA.

�–�c�–���„�±�ü�å�‹�¼���Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x

Changes introduced by random muta-
genesis are usually more drastic than those 
resulting from gene editing techniques, and 
include not only numerous point mutations, 
but also deletions and major rearrange-
ments of genome fragments. The resulting 
mutant organisms (in this case plants) requi-
re lengthy screening of the organisms’ 
characteristics to identify the few mutants 
that carry a novel desirable feature and do 
not present any unwanted features. Despite 
this lengthy screening process, the ultimate-
ly selected end products are likely to carry 
additional mutations beyond the ones resul-
ting in the desired trait, each of which can be 
�Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �Æ�å�� �±�9�� �o�š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�q7. 
�„�š�Ï���� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�� ���±�s�5�ü�š�,�Ø��
�9�å�š�‹�s�±�,���E�s���Æ�å�9�å���Ï���±�,���µ���‹�����s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹���‹�E���‹���å�����9�±�,��
product. 

In 2001, when the Directive 2001/18/EC 
was adopted, gene editing technologies 
were not yet being applied to agricultural 
organisms. For example, the CRISPR/Cas9 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�� �µ�±�x�� ���s�x�‹�� �Ú�å�x�Ï�s���Æ�å�Ú�� �E�9�,�¼�� ���9�� �–�È�N�–��
(Jinek et al., 2012). Gene editing techniques 
�Ï�±�9�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �±�,�‹�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x�� �±�‹�� �^�s�å�Ï���x�å��
locations in the genome ranging from point 
mutations through to the targeted deletion 
or insertion of a gene, of parts of a gene or of 
other functional DNA sequences. Because 

of their precision, these gene editing techni-
�g�š�å�x�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �ü�å�µ�å�s�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x��
(Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; SAM, 2017a) 
than random mutagenesis techniques. In 
addition, the end product is better characte-
�s���x�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�`�x�a�� ���9��
the targeted position(s).  

���å�Ï�±�š�x�å�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �µ���,�,�� �E�Ï�Ï�š�s��
less frequently in gene edited products, 
these products are potentially safer than the 
products of random mutagenesis 8. Recently 
more progress has been made to further 
���9�Ï�s�å�±�x�å�� �‹���å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼�� �±�9�Ú�� �^�s�å�Ï���x���E�9�Ø�� �±�9�Ú��
thus the safety of the gene-editing techni-
ques (Yin, Gao, & Qiu, 2017).

The Court has argued that new varieties 
can be produced at a much higher rate and 
in larger quantities by the directed mutage-
nesis techniques than by conventional 
methods of random mutagenesis. Targeted 
�5�š�‹�±��å�9�å�x���x�� ���x�� �5�E�s�å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�‹�� �‹���±�9�� �s�±�9�Ú�E�5��
mutagenesis or other conventional breeding 
techniques, and can speed up the process 
of generating desired varieties. However, 
the greater precision of the directed muta-
genesis techniques, which enable better 
control of the product’s characteristics, is a 
much more important factor to consider in 
safety deliberations than the rate at which 
products are generated.  

In addition, gene editing techniques 
result in fewer intermediate and unwanted 
‘varieties’ compared to random mutagenesis 
techniques.   

The GMO Directive refers to both the 
process used in genetic engineering and the 
product resulting from the use of such tech-
niques (Abbott, 2015), but it is often interpre-
ted as being based only on the production 
technique rather than the characteristics of 
the resulting product (Sprink, Eriksson, 
Schiemann, & Hartung, 2016). An example of 
this is the consideration of the ‘long safety 
record’ of random mutagenesis which is 
introduced by Recital 17 of the GMO Directi-
ve as a criterion for deciding whether 
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�x�� ��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �‹�å�Ï���9��-
�g�š�å�x�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�� �5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�s�å�� �å�»�å�5�^�‹��
�ü�s�E�5�����‹�x���E�Æ�,����±�‹���E�9�x���E�s���9�E�‹�c���F�9���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���‹�å�s�5�x��
what is more relevant is, whether or not the 
products have a long safety record, rather 
than the techniques used to generate them.  

In that context, it is important to recogni-
se that the concerns put forward by the 
Confédération Paysanne about the risk of 
herbicide resistant seed varieties to the 
environment and health are not addressed 
by subjecting organisms produced by direc-
ted mutagenesis to the obligations of the 
GMO Directive. This is because herbicide 
resistant seed varieties can in principle be 
produced by all mutagenic procedures 
including ETGM, new directed mutagenesis 
techniques, random mutagenesis, as well as 
other conventional breeding methods. It is 
�9�E�‹���^�s���5�±�s���,�¼���‹���å���5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���Ï�s�E�^���‹���±�‹���Ï�E�9�x�‹���‹�š-
tes the potential ecological risk, but rather 
the use of the herbicide and the overall 
production system associated with herbici-
de use (Bioökonomierat, 2018). To answer 
the question whether herbicide resistant 
seed varieties constitute a risk to health and 

environment, �‹���å�� �ü�å�±�‹�š�s�å�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,��
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� ���‹�x�å�,�ü�� �5�š�x�‹�� �Æ�å�� �å�»�±�5���9�å�Ú�� �s�å��±�s�Ú-
�,�å�x�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9��� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�� �š�x�å�Ú�� �‹�E��
��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å���‹���±�‹���^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�c����

As described in our explanatory note 
(SAM, 2017a), the safety of an organism is 
determined by multiple factors such as the 
�x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �Ï���±�s�±�Ï�‹�å�s���x�‹���Ï�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø���‹���å��
environment in which it is cultivated, the 
agricultural practices used, and exposure to 
human beings and animals rather than by 
the technique used for its production. 
Hence, the risks of a product are determined 
by these factors and therefore logically 
should be assessed in the same way 
independently of whether they are produ-
ced by conventional breeding techniques, 
random or directed mutagenesis, or by 
ETGM. Consequently, the current approach 
does not properly respect the motivation 
behind the precautionary principle of ensu-
ring product safety. From the above it 
follows that the regulatory framework for 
GMOs should put much more emphasis on 
the features of the end product, rather than 
on the production technique. As long as this 
is not the case, situations can arise where 
two products are identical, but because of 
�Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�� �š�x�å�Ú�� ���9�� �‹���å���s�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø��
�‹���å�¼���µ�E�š�,�Ú�� ���±�´�å�� �‹�E�� �5�å�å�‹�� �Ï�E�5�^�,�å�‹�å�,�¼�� �Ú���ý�å-
rent regulatory requirements.

�–�c�•���%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�����x�x�š�å�x

The ability of gene editing techniques to 
precisely introduce mutations identical to 
those originating spontaneously or through 
random mutagenesis has important conse-
quences for the detection of gene edited 
products, as described in our explanatory 
note (SAM, 2017a). Depending on the muta-
tion type and the context in which it is used, 
���‹���µ���,�,���Æ�å���Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹���±�9�Ú���x�E�5�å�‹���5�å�x�����5�^�E�x�x���Æ�,�å��

for applicants to provide a detection method 
for gene edited products which will meet 
regulatory requirements (Casacuberta & 
Puigdomènech, 2018), for instance in the 
case of point mutations.

�%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´�å�9�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when there is no prior knowledge concer-
ning the organism under investigation, 
whether authorised or not, in particular 
regarding the introduced genetic changes 
and/ or a suitable detection method (SAM, 
2017a). Competent authorities will be faced 
with such circumstances, for instance, when 
organisms arrive on the EU market, which 
have been authorised under regulatory 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�x���E�š�‹�x���Ú�å���‹���å���)�Ž���µ���‹�����Ú���ý�å�s���9����s�å��š-
latory requirements. There can be no 
analytical approach for detecting and quan-
tifying all possible gene edited products. 
Therefore it cannot be excluded that 
products obtained by directed mutagenesis 
will enter the European market undetected. 
It will be impossible to identify whether the 
mutations have occurred spontaneously or 
were introduced by human intervention, or 
�‹�E�� �±�‹�‹�s���Æ�š�‹�å�� �‹���å�5�� �‹�E�� �±�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å��
such as random mutagenesis or directed 
mutagenesis, particularly given that in some 
�Ï�±�x�å�x�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� ���Ú�å�9�‹���Ï�±�,�� �‹�E��
that generated by other procedures (Sprink 
et al., 2016). However, as mentioned before, 
the safety of a product is determined by its 
characteristics and not by the way it was 
generated. �‰���å�s�å�ü�E�s�å�Ø�� �‹���å�� ���5�^�E�x�x���Æ���,���‹�¼�� �E�ü��
�Ú���x�‹���9��š���x�����9��� �Æ�å�‹�µ�å�å�9�� �x�^�E�9�‹�±�9�å�E�š�x�,�¼��
�E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹���‹�¼�^�å�x���E�ü��
���š�5�±�9�����9�‹�å�s�´�å�9�‹���E�9�x�����x���±���5�±�#�E�s�����x�x�š�å���ü�s�E�5��
�±���s�å��š�,�±�‹�E�s�¼���^�E���9�‹���E�ü���´���å�µ�c����

A document, currently under prepara-

tion by the European Network of GMO 
Laboratories together with the European 
Commission's Joint Research Centre, will 
look in more detail at the issues related to 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�� ���Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�9�Ú�� �g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9��
than we do here.  

3. Possible consequences

The ruling of the Court can be expected 
to have important consequences for Euro-
pean citizens –both consumers and farmers. 
It may also have impacts on international 
trade and cooperation with developing 
countries, and very likely, also on the EU 
research and innovation landscape. The 
consequences need to be analysed and 
discussed elsewhere, as this statement 
�ü�E�Ï�š�x�x�å�x�� �E�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� ���x�x�š�å�x�� �s�å�,�±�‹�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
application of the GMO Directive to the new 
directed mutagenesis techniques, but we 
make some comments here to inform those 
discussions. 

In legal terms, products of gene editing 
can be authorised in the EU according to the 
GMO Directive. However, meeting the 
obligations of the GMO Directive implies 
cost- and labour-intensive pre-market 
evaluations and a long duration of the 
�±�^�^�s�E�´�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ï�å�x�x�Ø�� �µ�����Ï���� �±�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �±�9�Ú��
onerous to bear, particularly by small and 
medium enterprises 9. This may diminish 
���9�Ï�å�9�‹���´�å�x�� �ü�E�s�� ���9�´�å�x�‹�5�å�9�‹�Ø�� �9�å��±�‹���´�å�,�¼�� �±�ý�å�Ï�‹��
�s�å�x�å�±�s�Ï�����±�9�Ú�����9�9�E�´�±�‹���E�9�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���±�9�Ú���,���5���‹��
the commercialisation of gene edited 
products (Bioökonomierat, 2018; Georges & 
Ray, 2017).  

In addition, the obligations, imposed by 

the GMO Directive, on traceability and 
labelling of GMOs entering the European 
�5�±�s�)�å�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� �´�å�s�¼�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �‹�E�� ���5�^�,�å�5�å�9�‹��
and control due to issues related to the 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú���g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���E�ü��
gene edited products described above 
�`�x�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �–�c�•�a�c���‰�����x���µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when exporting countries start to market 
varieties that they have already decided not 
to regulate. An example is the case of gene 
edited mushrooms developed to have a 
reduced tendency to brown 10 (Georges & 
Ray, 2017; Waltz, 2016).

Environmental applications of gene 
editing technologies could enable novel 
approaches to conservation, bioremedia-
tion, the control of invasive species, and the 
protection of biodiversity (ShuklaJones, 
�8�s���å�Ú�s���Ï���x�Ø�� �¼���œ���9���Ï�)�E�ý�Ø�� �–�È�N�í�a�c�� �B���9�Ú�å�s���9��� �)�Ž��
�^�s�E��s�å�x�x�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú���5�±�¼���^�s�å�´�å�9�‹���‹���å���š�x�å���E�ü��
gene editing technologies for environmental 
applications as well as for sustainable food 
production 11, including the reduction of food 
scarcity in developing countries. Lost oppor-
tunities could include producing plants with 
resistance to pests and diseases, reducing 
the use of pesticides and fertilizers,  genera-
ting resilience to harsh weather conditions, 
or enhancing nutrients in foods (Haque et al., 
2018; Georges & Ray, 2017; Palmgren et al., 
2015).  Several gene edited crops and horti-
cultural plants with novel features, such as 
healthier nutrient composition, are already in 
development which have the potential to 
�^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� ���5�5�å�Ú���±�‹�å�� �Ú���s�å�Ï�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
consumer (for an overview of applications of 
gene editing in crops, vegetables and fruit 

see e.g. Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; Modrze-
jewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, & Kohl, 2018; 
Modrzejewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, Kohl, 
et al., 2018).

It is a concern that countries in the 
developing world exporting feed and food 
�‹�E�� �‹���å�� �)�Ž�� �5������‹�� �9�E�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� ��å�9�å��
edited crops if they follow the EU authorisa-
tion practices, as some of them currently do. 
No single breeding technique alone can 
provide a magic bullet for solving the 
problem of unsustainable food production 
and food scarcity in the world. However, 
gene- editing has the potential to contribute 
to food security, which is particularly 
relevant given the growing world population 
and climate change (Haque et al., 2018; 
Jones, 2015). In view of the above, we make 
some proposals regarding the way forward 
in the following section.

�	�c���8�š�s�‹���å�s���s�å���å�Ï�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���^�s�E�^�E�x�±�,�x

There is danger that unless the EU 
improves the regulatory environment for 
products of gene-editing, it will be left 
�Æ�å�����9�Ú�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���µ�����Ï�����Ï�E�š�,�Ú���±�,�x�E���Ú���5���9��-
�x���� �)�Ž�� ���9���š�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�9�� �E�9��E���9��� �Ú�å�Æ�±�‹�å�x�� �±�‹�� �‹���å��
���9�‹�å�s�9�±�‹���E�9�±�,�� �,�å�´�å�,�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï��
applications and regulatory processes. 
Further research and innovation in this area 
will help better understanding of possible 
�s���x�)�x�� �±�9�Ú�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �ü�E�s�� �x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�Ø�� �‹���å�� �å�9�´���s�E�9-
ment, agriculture and the economy. There is 
a need to improve EU GMO legislation to be 
clear, evidence-based, implementable, 
�^�s�E�^�E�s�‹���E�9�±�‹�å�� �±�9�Ú�� ���å�»���Æ�,�å�� �å�9�E�š����� �‹�E�� �Ï�E�^�å��

with future advances in science and techno-
logy in this area. To achieve this, we recom-
mend revising the existing GMO Directive to 
�s�å���å�Ï�‹�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence, in particular on gene editing and 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion. This should be done with reference to 
other legislation relevant to food safety and 
environmental protection.  

We acknowledge that there are stron-
gly held views in the debate regarding the 
regulation of GMOs, based on a range of 
�Ú���ý�å�s���9����š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9����´�±�,�š�å�x�Ø���å�‹�����Ï�±�,�Ø���,�å��±�,���±�9�Ú��
social issues, and that may lead to other 
options being preferred. In this context, it 
should be noted that the European Com-
mission has requested further guidance by 
the European Group on Ethics in Science 
and New Technologies (EGE) on ethical 
issues raised by such technologies.                                                             

Moreover, it is essential to promote a 
broad dialogue with relevant stakeholders, 
and the public at large. Indeed, we have 
already urged that a more general inclusive 
discussion should be initiated on how we 
want our food to be produced in Europe 
(SAM, 2017b, 2018). Any change to the 
existing GMO legislation should make use of 
new, participatory forms of social dialogue 
(Bioökonomierat, 2018). In doing so, it is 
important to take account of the highest 
possible protection of health and environ-
ment and the creation of a favourable regu-
latory environment for innovation, so that 
�x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�Ï�å�� �±�9�Ú��
technology. In addition, we conclude that 
there is a need for robust and independent 
evidence to be provided in a systematic and 
transparent way to the Court when dealing 
�µ���‹�����Ï�E�5�^�,�å�»���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�����x�x�š�å�x�c���8�±�Ï�‹�E�s�x���E�‹���å�s��
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �±�s�å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x���E�š�,�Ú�� �Æ�å��
considered in policy-making as well as in 

jurisdiction. However, when reasons other 
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� ���9�ü�E�s�5�� �Ú�å�Ï���x���E�9��
making, such as those based on ethical, 
legal, social and economic considerations, 
�‹���å�x�å���x���E�š�,�Ú���Æ�å���Ï�,�å�±�s�,�¼�����Ú�å�9�‹�����å�Ú���±�9�Ú���Ï�E�5-
municated as such in a transparent way. At 
�‹���å���x�±�5�å���‹���5�å�Ø���s�å�,�å�´�±�9�‹���±�9�Ú���s�E�Æ�š�x�‹���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence should be provided to inform 
decisionmaking and good regulation. This is 
essential to generate good policy and regu-
lation, to maintain public trust in science, and 
to reduce the potential reputational risk to 
the EU, if it appears that the EU is not 
�å�5�^�,�E�¼���9��� �‹���å�� �Æ�å�x�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �‹�E��
generate good public policy. We stand 
�s�å�±�Ú�¼�� �‹�E�� �^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� �ü�š�s�‹���å�s�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �±�Ú�´���Ï�å�� �‹�E��
the European Commission on the subjects 
outlined above should the College of Com-
missioners wish to have such advice.  

On 25 July 2018, the Court of Justice of 
the European Union ('the Court') decided 
that organisms obtained by the new techni-
ques of directed mutagenesis are genetica-
�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x�� �`�:�a�k�x�a�Ø�� �µ���‹�����9�� �‹���å��
meaning of the Directive 2001/18/EC on the 
�s�å�,�å�±�x�å�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x��
into the environment ('GMO Directive'). 12, and 
that they are subject to the obligations laid 
down by the GMO Directive.  

New techniques of directed mutagene-
sis include gene editing such as CRISPR/-
Cas9 methodologies. The legal status of the 

products of such techniques was uncertain, 
because it was unclear whether they fell 
within the scope of the GMO Directive.

These techniques enable the develop-
ment of a wide range of agricultural applica-
tions and the ethical, legal, social and 
economic issues of their use are discussed 
intensively. The European Commission’s 
�:�s�E�š�^���E�ü���������å�ü���„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x���`�‹���å���o�������å�ü��
�„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�q�a�• recognises the complex 
nature of these debates, which touch upon 
people’s beliefs, values, and concerns, as 
well as the underpinning science.
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�‰���å�� �5�±�9�Ú�±�‹�å�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �������å�ü�� �„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
�e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�����x���‹�E���^�s�E�´���Ú�å���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���±�Ú�´���Ï�å���‹�E���‹���å��
European Commission. Therefore, following 
our explanatory note on ‘New Techniques in 
Agricultural Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a), we 
have examined the GMO Directive taking 
into account current knowledge and scienti-
���Ï���å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�c

1. The Ruling of the Court of Justice

On request by the French Conseil d'État, 
the Court was asked to determine whether 
organisms obtained by mutagenesis 4 should 
be considered GMOs and which of those 
organisms are exempt according to the 
provisions of the GMO Directive. In particu-
lar, the Court was asked to determine 
whether organisms obtained by new direc-
ted mutagenesis techniques are exempt 
from the obligations imposed by the GMO 
Directive, as are those obtained by conven-
tional, random mutagenesis techniques that 
existed before the adoption of the Directive, 
or are regulated like those obtained by 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion (ETGM).  

The Court declared that organisms 
produced by directed mutagenesis techni-
ques/methods should be considered GMOs 

within the meaning of the GMO Directive 
and subject to the relevant requirements. In 
this regard, the Court concluded that only 
organisms obtained by means of techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis, which have 
conventionally been used in a number of 
applications and have a long safety record, 
are exempt. The Court also considered that 
‘risks linked to the use of those new techni-
ques/methods of mutagenesis might prove 
to be similar to those which result from the 
production and release of a GMO through 
transgenesis’5 The Court further reasoned 
that these new techniques ‘make it possible 
�‹�E�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���´�±�s���å�‹���å�x�� �±�‹��
a rate and in quantities quite unlike those 
resulting from the application of conventio-
nal methods of random mutagenesis’.

New techniques resulting in directed 
mutagenesis can alter a DNA sequence 
precisely at one or more targeted positions 
���9�� �‹���å�� ��å�9�E�5�å�c���8�E�s���±�9���E�´�å�s�´���å�µ���E�ü���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹��
types of gene editing see our explanatory 
note on ‘New Techniques in Agricultural 
Biotechnology’ (SAM, 2017a) including a 
description of the CRISPR/Cas9 system 
(Jinek et al., 2012). Random mutagenesis, 
which has been used extensively in plant 
breeding since the 1960s (SAM, 2017a), 
alters an organism’s genome at multiple 

positions in a non-targeted way by treat-
ment with a chemical mutagen or irradiation. 
ETGM, which have been used in agriculture 
since the 1980s, can be used to introduce 
DNA sequences from other organisms.

The background for the Court ruling 
was an action brought before the French 
Conseil d'État by the French agricultural 
union Confédération Paysanne together 
with eight other associations. This action 
contested the French legislation according 
to which organisms obtained by mutagene-
sis are not, in principle, considered as being 
�‹���å���s�å�x�š�,�‹���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�Ø���±�9�Ú���±�x�)�å�Ú��
for a ban on the cultivation and marketing of 
herbicide-tolerant oilseed rape varieties 
obtained by mutagenesis. The claimants 
argued that such herbicide-resistant seed 
varieties pose a risk to the environment and 
health.

2. Issues and questions arising from 
the ruling and the application of the GMO 
Directive

The GMO Directive states that ‘the 
regulatory framework for biotechnology 
should be reviewed so as to identify the 
feasibility of improving the consistency and 
�å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼���E�ü�� �‹���±�‹�� �ü�s�±�5�å�µ�E�s�)�q�� �`�•�å�Ï���‹�±�,�� �…�•�a�c���e�x��
detailed below, in view of the Court’s ruling, 
���‹�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�‹�� �‹���±�‹�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
knowledge and recent technical develop-
ments have made the GMO Directive no 
�,�E�9��å�s�� ���‹�� �ü�E�s�� �^�š�s�^�E�x�å�c�� �a�E�s�å�E�´�å�s�Ø�� �‹���å�� �:�a�k��
Directive gives rise to more general 
problems, in particular with regard to the 
�Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü���9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼��
occurring mutations, safety considerations, 
�±�x���µ�å�,�,���±�x���Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�c

�–�c�N�c���%�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x�����9���‹���å���Ï�E�9�‹�å�»�‹���E�ü��
�9�±�‹�š�s�±�,�,�¼���E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x��

�‰���å���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9���E�ü���:�a�k�x���Ï�E�9�‹�±���9�å�Ú�����9���‹���å��
GMO Directive dates back to 1990. Accor-
�Ú���9����‹�E���‹�����x���Ú�å���9���‹���E�9�Ø���±���:�a�k�����x���o�±�9���E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø��
with the exception of human beings, in 
which the genetic material has been altered 
in a way that does not occur naturally by 
mating and/or natural recombination’. 6 In the 
�,������‹�� �E�ü�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�Ø�� ���‹�� ���x��
�µ�E�s�‹���� �s�å���å�Ï�‹���9��� �µ���å�‹���å�s�� �‹���å�� �Ï�E�9�Ï�å�^�‹�� �E�ü��
‘naturalness’ is useful when deciding on 
regulatory requirements for organisms with 
an altered genome.  

Mutations occur naturally without 
human intervention (SAM 2017a). They arise 
spontaneously during cell division or are 
triggered by environmental factors such as 
ultraviolet light or viral infections, and can be 
either neutral, harmful or confer a competiti-
ve advantage to the organism. This is the 
underlying mechanism of natural evolution. 
From the time of the adoption of the GMO 
Directive until now, owing to progress in 
�±�9�±�,�¼�‹���Ï�±�,�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�Ø�� �å�»�‹�å�9�x���´�å�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence has been accumulated on sponta-
neously occurring genetic alterations. These 
include point mutations (changes within a 
single letter in the genomic DNA), insertions, 
deletions and rearrangements of the 
genome, as well as the acquisition of exoge-
nous genetic material across species or 
even kingdoms (e.g. (Kyndt et al., 2015)). 
Therefore, if referred to in the legislation, the 
concept of ‘naturalness’ should be based on 
�Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�ü�� �µ���±�‹�� ���9�Ú�å�å�Ú��
occurs naturally, without any human inter-
vention, in organisms and in their DNA.

�–�c�–���„�±�ü�å�‹�¼���Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x

Changes introduced by random muta-
genesis are usually more drastic than those 
resulting from gene editing techniques, and 
include not only numerous point mutations, 
but also deletions and major rearrange-
ments of genome fragments. The resulting 
mutant organisms (in this case plants) requi-
re lengthy screening of the organisms’ 
characteristics to identify the few mutants 
that carry a novel desirable feature and do 
not present any unwanted features. Despite 
this lengthy screening process, the ultimate-
ly selected end products are likely to carry 
additional mutations beyond the ones resul-
ting in the desired trait, each of which can be 
�Ï�E�9�x���Ú�å�s�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �Æ�å�� �±�9�� �o�š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�q7. 
�„�š�Ï���� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�� ���±�s�5�ü�š�,�Ø��
�9�å�š�‹�s�±�,���E�s���Æ�å�9�å���Ï���±�,���µ���‹�����s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹���‹�E���‹���å�����9�±�,��
product. 

In 2001, when the Directive 2001/18/EC 
was adopted, gene editing technologies 
were not yet being applied to agricultural 
organisms. For example, the CRISPR/Cas9 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�� �µ�±�x�� ���s�x�‹�� �Ú�å�x�Ï�s���Æ�å�Ú�� �E�9�,�¼�� ���9�� �–�È�N�–��
(Jinek et al., 2012). Gene editing techniques 
�Ï�±�9�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �±�,�‹�å�s�±�‹���E�9�x�� �±�‹�� �^�s�å�Ï���x�å��
locations in the genome ranging from point 
mutations through to the targeted deletion 
or insertion of a gene, of parts of a gene or of 
other functional DNA sequences. Because 

of their precision, these gene editing techni-
�g�š�å�x�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�å�� �ü�å�µ�å�s�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x��
(Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; SAM, 2017a) 
than random mutagenesis techniques. In 
addition, the end product is better characte-
�s���x�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�`�x�a�� ���9��
the targeted position(s).  

���å�Ï�±�š�x�å�� �š�9���9�‹�å�9�Ú�å�Ú�� �å�ý�å�Ï�‹�x�� �µ���,�,�� �E�Ï�Ï�š�s��
less frequently in gene edited products, 
these products are potentially safer than the 
products of random mutagenesis 8. Recently 
more progress has been made to further 
���9�Ï�s�å�±�x�å�� �‹���å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�Ï�¼�� �±�9�Ú�� �^�s�å�Ï���x���E�9�Ø�� �±�9�Ú��
thus the safety of the gene-editing techni-
ques (Yin, Gao, & Qiu, 2017).

The Court has argued that new varieties 
can be produced at a much higher rate and 
in larger quantities by the directed mutage-
nesis techniques than by conventional 
methods of random mutagenesis. Targeted 
�5�š�‹�±��å�9�å�x���x�� ���x�� �5�E�s�å�� �å�þ�Ï���å�9�‹�� �‹���±�9�� �s�±�9�Ú�E�5��
mutagenesis or other conventional breeding 
techniques, and can speed up the process 
of generating desired varieties. However, 
the greater precision of the directed muta-
genesis techniques, which enable better 
control of the product’s characteristics, is a 
much more important factor to consider in 
safety deliberations than the rate at which 
products are generated.  

In addition, gene editing techniques 
result in fewer intermediate and unwanted 
‘varieties’ compared to random mutagenesis 
techniques.   

The GMO Directive refers to both the 
process used in genetic engineering and the 
product resulting from the use of such tech-
niques (Abbott, 2015), but it is often interpre-
ted as being based only on the production 
technique rather than the characteristics of 
the resulting product (Sprink, Eriksson, 
Schiemann, & Hartung, 2016). An example of 
this is the consideration of the ‘long safety 
record’ of random mutagenesis which is 
introduced by Recital 17 of the GMO Directi-
ve as a criterion for deciding whether 
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�x�� ��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å�Ú�� �µ���‹���� �Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �‹�å�Ï���9��-
�g�š�å�x�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�� �5�E�Ú�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�s�å�� �å�»�å�5�^�‹��
�ü�s�E�5�����‹�x���E�Æ�,����±�‹���E�9�x���E�s���9�E�‹�c���F�9���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���‹�å�s�5�x��
what is more relevant is, whether or not the 
products have a long safety record, rather 
than the techniques used to generate them.  

In that context, it is important to recogni-
se that the concerns put forward by the 
Confédération Paysanne about the risk of 
herbicide resistant seed varieties to the 
environment and health are not addressed 
by subjecting organisms produced by direc-
ted mutagenesis to the obligations of the 
GMO Directive. This is because herbicide 
resistant seed varieties can in principle be 
produced by all mutagenic procedures 
including ETGM, new directed mutagenesis 
techniques, random mutagenesis, as well as 
other conventional breeding methods. It is 
�9�E�‹���^�s���5�±�s���,�¼���‹���å���5�E�Ú�����å�Ú���Ï�s�E�^���‹���±�‹���Ï�E�9�x�‹���‹�š-
tes the potential ecological risk, but rather 
the use of the herbicide and the overall 
production system associated with herbici-
de use (Bioökonomierat, 2018). To answer 
the question whether herbicide resistant 
seed varieties constitute a risk to health and 

environment, �‹���å�� �ü�å�±�‹�š�s�å�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,��
�^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� ���‹�x�å�,�ü�� �5�š�x�‹�� �Æ�å�� �å�»�±�5���9�å�Ú�� �s�å��±�s�Ú-
�,�å�x�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9��� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�� �š�x�å�Ú�� �‹�E��
��å�9�å�s�±�‹�å���‹���±�‹���^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�c����

As described in our explanatory note 
(SAM, 2017a), the safety of an organism is 
determined by multiple factors such as the 
�x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �Ï���±�s�±�Ï�‹�å�s���x�‹���Ï�x�� �E�ü�� �‹���å�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�Ø���‹���å��
environment in which it is cultivated, the 
agricultural practices used, and exposure to 
human beings and animals rather than by 
the technique used for its production. 
Hence, the risks of a product are determined 
by these factors and therefore logically 
should be assessed in the same way 
independently of whether they are produ-
ced by conventional breeding techniques, 
random or directed mutagenesis, or by 
ETGM. Consequently, the current approach 
does not properly respect the motivation 
behind the precautionary principle of ensu-
ring product safety. From the above it 
follows that the regulatory framework for 
GMOs should put much more emphasis on 
the features of the end product, rather than 
on the production technique. As long as this 
is not the case, situations can arise where 
two products are identical, but because of 
�Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹�� �5�å�‹���E�Ú�x�� �š�x�å�Ú�� ���9�� �‹���å���s�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø��
�‹���å�¼���µ�E�š�,�Ú�� ���±�´�å�� �‹�E�� �5�å�å�‹�� �Ï�E�5�^�,�å�‹�å�,�¼�� �Ú���ý�å-
rent regulatory requirements.

�–�c�•���%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�����x�x�š�å�x

The ability of gene editing techniques to 
precisely introduce mutations identical to 
those originating spontaneously or through 
random mutagenesis has important conse-
quences for the detection of gene edited 
products, as described in our explanatory 
note (SAM, 2017a). Depending on the muta-
tion type and the context in which it is used, 
���‹���µ���,�,���Æ�å���Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹���±�9�Ú���x�E�5�å�‹���5�å�x�����5�^�E�x�x���Æ�,�å��

for applicants to provide a detection method 
for gene edited products which will meet 
regulatory requirements (Casacuberta & 
Puigdomènech, 2018), for instance in the 
case of point mutations.

�%�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�x�� �å�´�å�9�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when there is no prior knowledge concer-
ning the organism under investigation, 
whether authorised or not, in particular 
regarding the introduced genetic changes 
and/ or a suitable detection method (SAM, 
2017a). Competent authorities will be faced 
with such circumstances, for instance, when 
organisms arrive on the EU market, which 
have been authorised under regulatory 
�x�¼�x�‹�å�5�x���E�š�‹�x���Ú�å���‹���å���)�Ž���µ���‹�����Ú���ý�å�s���9����s�å��š-
latory requirements. There can be no 
analytical approach for detecting and quan-
tifying all possible gene edited products. 
Therefore it cannot be excluded that 
products obtained by directed mutagenesis 
will enter the European market undetected. 
It will be impossible to identify whether the 
mutations have occurred spontaneously or 
were introduced by human intervention, or 
�‹�E�� �±�‹�‹�s���Æ�š�‹�å�� �‹���å�5�� �‹�E�� �±�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï�� �‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å��
such as random mutagenesis or directed 
mutagenesis, particularly given that in some 
�Ï�±�x�å�x�� �‹���å�� ���9�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ú�š�Ï�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� ���Ú�å�9�‹���Ï�±�,�� �‹�E��
that generated by other procedures (Sprink 
et al., 2016). However, as mentioned before, 
the safety of a product is determined by its 
characteristics and not by the way it was 
generated. �‰���å�s�å�ü�E�s�å�Ø�� �‹���å�� ���5�^�E�x�x���Æ���,���‹�¼�� �E�ü��
�Ú���x�‹���9��š���x�����9��� �Æ�å�‹�µ�å�å�9�� �x�^�E�9�‹�±�9�å�E�š�x�,�¼��
�E�Ï�Ï�š�s�s���9����5�š�‹�±�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���Ú���ý�å�s�å�9�‹���‹�¼�^�å�x���E�ü��
���š�5�±�9�����9�‹�å�s�´�å�9�‹���E�9�x�����x���±���5�±�#�E�s�����x�x�š�å���ü�s�E�5��
�±���s�å��š�,�±�‹�E�s�¼���^�E���9�‹���E�ü���´���å�µ�c����

A document, currently under prepara-

tion by the European Network of GMO 
Laboratories together with the European 
Commission's Joint Research Centre, will 
look in more detail at the issues related to 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�� ���Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9�� �±�9�Ú�� �g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9��
than we do here.  

3. Possible consequences

The ruling of the Court can be expected 
to have important consequences for Euro-
pean citizens –both consumers and farmers. 
It may also have impacts on international 
trade and cooperation with developing 
countries, and very likely, also on the EU 
research and innovation landscape. The 
consequences need to be analysed and 
discussed elsewhere, as this statement 
�ü�E�Ï�š�x�x�å�x�� �E�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� ���x�x�š�å�x�� �s�å�,�±�‹�å�Ú�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
application of the GMO Directive to the new 
directed mutagenesis techniques, but we 
make some comments here to inform those 
discussions. 

In legal terms, products of gene editing 
can be authorised in the EU according to the 
GMO Directive. However, meeting the 
obligations of the GMO Directive implies 
cost- and labour-intensive pre-market 
evaluations and a long duration of the 
�±�^�^�s�E�´�±�,�� �^�s�E�Ï�å�x�x�Ø�� �µ�����Ï���� �±�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �±�9�Ú��
onerous to bear, particularly by small and 
medium enterprises 9. This may diminish 
���9�Ï�å�9�‹���´�å�x�� �ü�E�s�� ���9�´�å�x�‹�5�å�9�‹�Ø�� �9�å��±�‹���´�å�,�¼�� �±�ý�å�Ï�‹��
�s�å�x�å�±�s�Ï�����±�9�Ú�����9�9�E�´�±�‹���E�9�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���±�9�Ú���,���5���‹��
the commercialisation of gene edited 
products (Bioökonomierat, 2018; Georges & 
Ray, 2017).  

In addition, the obligations, imposed by 

the GMO Directive, on traceability and 
labelling of GMOs entering the European 
�5�±�s�)�å�‹�� �µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�� �´�å�s�¼�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹�� �‹�E�� ���5�^�,�å�5�å�9�‹��
and control due to issues related to the 
�Ú�å�‹�å�Ï�‹���E�9�Ø�����Ú�å�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���±�9�Ú���g�š�±�9�‹�����Ï�±�‹���E�9���E�ü��
gene edited products described above 
�`�x�å�Ï�‹���E�9�� �–�c�•�a�c���‰�����x���µ���,�,�� �Æ�å�Ï�E�5�å�� �5�E�s�å�� �Ú���þ�Ï�š�,�‹��
when exporting countries start to market 
varieties that they have already decided not 
to regulate. An example is the case of gene 
edited mushrooms developed to have a 
reduced tendency to brown 10 (Georges & 
Ray, 2017; Waltz, 2016).

Environmental applications of gene 
editing technologies could enable novel 
approaches to conservation, bioremedia-
tion, the control of invasive species, and the 
protection of biodiversity (ShuklaJones, 
�8�s���å�Ú�s���Ï���x�Ø�� �¼���œ���9���Ï�)�E�ý�Ø�� �–�È�N�í�a�c�� �B���9�Ú�å�s���9��� �)�Ž��
�^�s�E��s�å�x�x�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú���5�±�¼���^�s�å�´�å�9�‹���‹���å���š�x�å���E�ü��
gene editing technologies for environmental 
applications as well as for sustainable food 
production 11, including the reduction of food 
scarcity in developing countries. Lost oppor-
tunities could include producing plants with 
resistance to pests and diseases, reducing 
the use of pesticides and fertilizers,  genera-
ting resilience to harsh weather conditions, 
or enhancing nutrients in foods (Haque et al., 
2018; Georges & Ray, 2017; Palmgren et al., 
2015).  Several gene edited crops and horti-
cultural plants with novel features, such as 
healthier nutrient composition, are already in 
development which have the potential to 
�^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� ���5�5�å�Ú���±�‹�å�� �Ú���s�å�Ï�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �‹�E�� �‹���å��
consumer (for an overview of applications of 
gene editing in crops, vegetables and fruit 

see e.g. Khandagale & Nadaf, 2016; Modrze-
jewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, & Kohl, 2018; 
Modrzejewski, Hartung, Sprink, Krause, Kohl, 
et al., 2018).

It is a concern that countries in the 
developing world exporting feed and food 
�‹�E�� �‹���å�� �)�Ž�� �5������‹�� �9�E�‹�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� ��å�9�å��
edited crops if they follow the EU authorisa-
tion practices, as some of them currently do. 
No single breeding technique alone can 
provide a magic bullet for solving the 
problem of unsustainable food production 
and food scarcity in the world. However, 
gene- editing has the potential to contribute 
to food security, which is particularly 
relevant given the growing world population 
and climate change (Haque et al., 2018; 
Jones, 2015). In view of the above, we make 
some proposals regarding the way forward 
in the following section.

�	�c���8�š�s�‹���å�s���s�å���å�Ï�‹���E�9�x���±�9�Ú���^�s�E�^�E�x�±�,�x

There is danger that unless the EU 
improves the regulatory environment for 
products of gene-editing, it will be left 
�Æ�å�����9�Ú�����9���‹�����x�����å�,�Ú�Ø���µ�����Ï�����Ï�E�š�,�Ú���±�,�x�E���Ú���5���9��-
�x���� �)�Ž�� ���9���š�å�9�Ï�å�� �E�9�� �E�9��E���9��� �Ú�å�Æ�±�‹�å�x�� �±�‹�� �‹���å��
���9�‹�å�s�9�±�‹���E�9�±�,�� �,�å�´�å�,�� �µ���‹���� �s�å�x�^�å�Ï�‹�� �‹�E�� �x�^�å�Ï�����Ï��
applications and regulatory processes. 
Further research and innovation in this area 
will help better understanding of possible 
�s���x�)�x�� �±�9�Ú�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�x�� �ü�E�s�� �x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�Ø�� �‹���å�� �å�9�´���s�E�9-
ment, agriculture and the economy. There is 
a need to improve EU GMO legislation to be 
clear, evidence-based, implementable, 
�^�s�E�^�E�s�‹���E�9�±�‹�å�� �±�9�Ú�� ���å�»���Æ�,�å�� �å�9�E�š����� �‹�E�� �Ï�E�^�å��

with future advances in science and techno-
logy in this area. To achieve this, we recom-
mend revising the existing GMO Directive to 
�s�å���å�Ï�‹�� �Ï�š�s�s�å�9�‹�� �)�9�E�µ�,�å�Ú��å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence, in particular on gene editing and 
�å�x�‹�±�Æ�,���x���å�Ú���‹�å�Ï���9���g�š�å�x���E�ü����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion. This should be done with reference to 
other legislation relevant to food safety and 
environmental protection.  

We acknowledge that there are stron-
gly held views in the debate regarding the 
regulation of GMOs, based on a range of 
�Ú���ý�å�s���9����š�9�Ú�å�s�,�¼���9����´�±�,�š�å�x�Ø���å�‹�����Ï�±�,�Ø���,�å��±�,���±�9�Ú��
social issues, and that may lead to other 
options being preferred. In this context, it 
should be noted that the European Com-
mission has requested further guidance by 
the European Group on Ethics in Science 
and New Technologies (EGE) on ethical 
issues raised by such technologies.                                                             

Moreover, it is essential to promote a 
broad dialogue with relevant stakeholders, 
and the public at large. Indeed, we have 
already urged that a more general inclusive 
discussion should be initiated on how we 
want our food to be produced in Europe 
(SAM, 2017b, 2018). Any change to the 
existing GMO legislation should make use of 
new, participatory forms of social dialogue 
(Bioökonomierat, 2018). In doing so, it is 
important to take account of the highest 
possible protection of health and environ-
ment and the creation of a favourable regu-
latory environment for innovation, so that 
�x�E�Ï���å�‹�¼�� �Ï�±�9�� �Æ�å�9�å���‹�� �ü�s�E�5�� �9�å�µ�� �x�Ï���å�9�Ï�å�� �±�9�Ú��
technology. In addition, we conclude that 
there is a need for robust and independent 
evidence to be provided in a systematic and 
transparent way to the Court when dealing 
�µ���‹�����Ï�E�5�^�,�å�»���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�����x�x�š�å�x�c���8�±�Ï�‹�E�s�x���E�‹���å�s��
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �±�s�å�� �±�9�Ú�� �x���E�š�,�Ú�� �Æ�å��
considered in policy-making as well as in 

jurisdiction. However, when reasons other 
�‹���±�9�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� ���9�ü�E�s�5�� �Ú�å�Ï���x���E�9��
making, such as those based on ethical, 
legal, social and economic considerations, 
�‹���å�x�å���x���E�š�,�Ú���Æ�å���Ï�,�å�±�s�,�¼�����Ú�å�9�‹�����å�Ú���±�9�Ú���Ï�E�5-
municated as such in a transparent way. At 
�‹���å���x�±�5�å���‹���5�å�Ø���s�å�,�å�´�±�9�‹���±�9�Ú���s�E�Æ�š�x�‹���x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï��
evidence should be provided to inform 
decisionmaking and good regulation. This is 
essential to generate good policy and regu-
lation, to maintain public trust in science, and 
to reduce the potential reputational risk to 
the EU, if it appears that the EU is not 
�å�5�^�,�E�¼���9��� �‹���å�� �Æ�å�x�‹�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �å�´���Ú�å�9�Ï�å�� �‹�E��
generate good public policy. We stand 
�s�å�±�Ú�¼�� �‹�E�� �^�s�E�´���Ú�å�� �ü�š�s�‹���å�s�� �x�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï�� �±�Ú�´���Ï�å�� �‹�E��
the European Commission on the subjects 
outlined above should the College of Com-
missioners wish to have such advice.  

On 25 July 2018, the Court of Justice of 
the European Union ('the Court') decided 
that organisms obtained by the new techni-
ques of directed mutagenesis are genetica-
�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x�� �`�:�a�k�x�a�Ø�� �µ���‹�����9�� �‹���å��
meaning of the Directive 2001/18/EC on the 
�s�å�,�å�±�x�å�� �E�ü�� ��å�9�å�‹���Ï�±�,�,�¼�� �5�E�Ú�����å�Ú�� �E�s��±�9���x�5�x��
into the environment ('GMO Directive'). 12, and 
that they are subject to the obligations laid 
down by the GMO Directive.  

New techniques of directed mutagene-
sis include gene editing such as CRISPR/-
Cas9 methodologies. The legal status of the 

products of such techniques was uncertain, 
because it was unclear whether they fell 
within the scope of the GMO Directive.

These techniques enable the develop-
ment of a wide range of agricultural applica-
tions and the ethical, legal, social and 
economic issues of their use are discussed 
intensively. The European Commission’s 
�:�s�E�š�^���E�ü���������å�ü���„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x���`�‹���å���o�������å�ü��
�„�Ï���å�9�‹�����Ï���e�Ú�´���x�E�s�x�q�a�• recognises the complex 
nature of these debates, which touch upon 
people’s beliefs, values, and concerns, as 
well as the underpinning science.

TThe current debate surrounding gene editing will 
have profound impacts on the future of agriculture in 
Europe and across the world. In this complex, fast moving 
and emotive area, policy makers need to have a clear 
understanding of the issues at stake: what is gene 
�å�Ú���‹���9��i�•�����E�µ���Ú�E�å�x�����‹���Ú���ý�å�s���ü�s�E�5���å�»���x�‹���9�����å�9�å�‹���Ï���5�E�Ú�����Ï�±-
tion and traditional plant breeding techniques?; what does 
this mean for risk assessments and regulatory approvals?; 
and how can it contribute to Europe maintaining its high 
standards of food safety and environmental protection?
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Advisers have worked intensively on exactly these issues, 
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edition of the Brussels Science in Society Salon. Bringing 
together Parliamentarians, civil society, and other policy 
makers and stakeholders, this event provided a convivial 
and respectful setting for a much-needed constructive 
and open debate.

As society faces rapid advances in science and tech-
nology, we will need more of these kinds of debates. And 
so, I very much look forward to further editions of the 
Science and Society Salon.
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